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Estimates of the Value of Output
I
N PART lithe sources and derivation of the estimates of the value of
output are described in such a way that each step in the estimating
procedure and the reliability of the final estimates can be appraised. Sec-
tion A discusses the Census of Manufactures and the problem of setting
up detailed and comparable series for the different census years. It con-
cludes with two comparisons: the detailed estimates for 1919 with those
of Kuznets, and the grand total of finished commodities and construction
materials for 1899 with the census estimate of the net value of manu-
factured products. Section B reviews the intercensal estimates for manu-
factured commodities in terms of the interpolating series and the criteria
of selection and evaluation; Section C the estimates of nonmanufactured
commodities. Section D describes the estimates for the years since 1919.
A CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES
The primary source of information on the production of manufactured
commodities in the United States is the Census of Manufactures, taken
decennially 1869—99 and quinquennially 1899_1919.1 The successive
Census volumes consulted include:
Ninth Census, 1870: Statistics of the Wealth and Industry of the United States; Com-
pendium of the Ninth Census
Tenth Census, 1880: II, Manufactures of the United States; VIII, The Newspaper and
Periodical Press; Alaska; Seal Islands; Shipbuilding; X, Petroleum, Coke, and Building
Stones; XXII, Power and Machinery Employed in Manufactures, and the Ice Industry of
the United States
Eleventh Census, 1890: Manufacturing Industries, Part I, Totals for State and Indus-
tries; Part III, Selected Industries
Twelfth Census, 1900: VII, Manufactures, Part I, United States by Industries; IX and X,
Manufactures, Parts III and IV, Special Reports on Selected Industries
Census of Manufactures, 1905: Part I, United States by Industries; Parts III and IV, Se-
lected Industries
Thirteenth Census, 1910: VIII, Manufactures, General Report and Analysis; X, Manu-
factures, Reports for Principal Industries
Census of Manufactures, 1914: H, Reports for Selected Industries and Detail Statistics for
Industries, by States; Abstract of the Census of Manufactures, 1914
FourteenthCensus, 1920: VIII, Manufactures, General Report and Analytical Tables; X,
Manufactures, Reports for Selected Industries; Abstract of the Census of Manufactures,
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censuses are fairly comparable in scope, coverage, and detail, and when
not, pose no insuperable difficulties. Several hundred industries are re-
ported separately in each census; and their products are consistently
valued at selling prices, f.o.b. factory. All nongovernment manufactur-
ing establishments with a value of product of $500 or more a year are
included.2
A few imperfections in comparability are: First, some slight errors may
be present in the data for 1909 as the census schedules were not edited,
and those for the other census years were.2 Second, the extent of manu-
facturers' cooperation in filing returns varied, particularly in the censuses
prior to 1899. For example, the canvass for 1889 was closed before re-
ports from all establishments had been obtained. However, for the most
part, the missing returns were unimportant, and their omission affected
the industry totals only slightly.4
Third, in 1899 and prior years the products of hand trades and cus-
tom establishments were included together wIth those of manufacturing
establishments. But the 1904 census listed values for 1899 excluding such
establishments; and it was possible to make similar adjustments for the
earlier years on the basis of individual industry comparisons. The adjust-
ments amounted to less than 3 percent of the total value of finished com-
modities. Though the corrections for 1889, 1879, and 1869 are almost
certainly too small, based as they are on 1899 relationships, comparability
is probably not affected appreciably.
Finally, the scope of the 1869 census was somewhat more restricted
than those for later years and several smaller industries were not
Moreover, it did not use special schedules or employ 'expert special
agents', and the later censuses did. This lack of specialized approach sug-
gests that the data for 1869 were less carefully compiled, and are probably
less comprehensive in coverage. Although it cannot be measured pre-
cisely, the undercoverage may have been as much as 5 percent. It may be
2Theapproximate importance of establishments with a value of product of less than $500
is suggested by the $30 million aggregate reported in 1899 for all such establishments, in-
cluding some engaged in hand trades (Census Reports, VII, Twelfth Census of U. S.
Manufactures, Part I, p. xlviii). Our estimate for all finished commodities and construc-
tion materials in 1899 is $6,372 million. Thus even the assumption that the entire $30
million belonged to these categories would imply an understatement of less than .5 percent.
See Thirteenth Census, by H. Parker Willis (Journal of Political Economy, XXI, 7,
pp. 577—92).
Abstractof the Eleventh Census.' 1890,2ded., p. 140.
These can be identified by examining the detailed commodity data in Table H 1 and not-
ing the entries of 'not reported'. There were few major omissions.
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offset in part by our undercorrection for the removal of hand trades and
custom establishments in 1869.
1CensusCommodity Data
We turn now to the commodity values derived from the census industry
reports. Every effort was expended to make the values for each of the sev-
eral thousand commodities in Table Ill comparable from census year to
census year. To achieve this, two types of adjustment often had to be
applied.
The first involved the translation of industry output into commodity
output. Industry output includes all products manufactured by plants as-
signed to an industry, whether or not these products ordinarily belong to
the industry; whereas commodity output includes products produced by
and belonging ordinarily to an industry as well as similar products manu-
factured by plants classified under other industries. The total value of
products for the shoe industry, for example, would include such com-
modities as handbags and leather novelties produced in the industry, but
would exclude shoes made in industries other than the shoe industry. The
commodity total for shoes would include all shoes, no matter in which
industry they were produced. Thus to pass from an industry to a com-
modity basis required a correction for products not normally belonging to
an industry—'other' products; or for products similar to those manufac-
tured in the industry but produced as incidental products in other indus-
tries—'secondary' products; or for both 'other' and 'secondary' products.
For most years and most products, commodity values could be obtained
directly. When a particular census reported data on an industry basis
alone, percentage adjustments were made on the basis of the closest cen-
sus year for which 'other' or 'secondary' products were reported sepa-
rately.
Since most of the adjustments were small, they are not itemized. How-
ever, for some industries they had to be based on data outside the period
1869—1919, i.e., for census years after 1919. Note A to Table 111 shows
the percentage effects of this procedure on the commodity group estimates
for 1919. Only 8 of the 37 minor group totals were changed by as much
as 3 percent. The major group totals—consumer perishable, semidurable,
and durable, producer durable, and construction materials—were changed
only 0.5, 1.2, 1.7, 1.0, and 1.8 percent respectively.
As an over-all check on the adequacy of the adjustments for 'other' and
'secondary' products, the grand commodity totals for each census year82 PARTII
(Table Hi) are compared with appropriate grand industry totals.6 In
view of the roughness of the adjustments for 'other' and 'secondary'
products, the agreement is amazingly close. The largest dollar difference,
$102 million in 1919, is less than .2 percent. The largest percentage dif-
ference, in 1869, is only 1 percent.
The second type of adjustment was occasioned by the failure of the
census, particularly in the earlier years, to report commodity values in the
same detail each year. Many commodities combined in 'some census re-
ports we assigned to various commodity groups; and to establish com-
parability with the details for later 'years, such combinations had to be
split. Usually the percentage apportionments for the closest census year
for which the more detailed values were shown separately were applied
to the combinations; occasionally more intricate computations had to be
made.
Note B to Table II 1 lists the various combinations together with the
corresponding percentage apportionments and the commodity groups to
which each commodity was assigned. Unless otherwise specified, the per-
centages are based on data for the census year succeeding the final year
noted in the column 'Census years in which estimated'. From the Note, in
conjunction with Table II 1, the importance within each commodity group
of the commodity values so estimated can be appraised. For example, for
Group 8, shoes and other footwear, of the $541 million total for 1914,
$51 million was estimated by apportioning various commodity combi-
nations.
2Mixed Commodities
With the detailed census data set up in comparable array, commodities
could be assigned to appropriate groups.7 Most could be assigned di-
rectly; but of many the uses were so diverse as to require further division
before the group assignments could be made. A large number of food and
6Thederivation of the comparable industry totals is shown in Table II 3. Besides itemiz-
ing the adjustments made in the census figures to establish comparability, this table dis-
tributes the Census industry data by major industrial groups.






Oursystem of classification and the component commodity groups are described in
Part 1, Sec. A. The 37 groups are designated in Tables 1 1andII 1, and in all other tables
presenting details by minor commodity groups.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 83
textile products, for example, are in part further fabricated and in part
destined for sale to consumers without additional fabrication. The alloca-
tions of these mixed commodities are shown in detail in Table II 2. Notes
A, B, and C describe the techniques employed and make clear their limita-
tions. Because of these inherent limitations Table II 1 was constructed so
as to show separately the values for mixed commodities assigned to each
group and their relative importance in each census year.
The accompanying tabulatiOn gives the percentages that the commodi-
ties classified as mixed, and consequently specifically allocated, consti-
tuted of the major group totals in 1879, 1904, and 1919. From it or from
1879 1904 1919
Consumer perishable 45.2 33.2 32.7
Consumer semidurable 30.8 18.4 25.6
Consumer durable 18.1 15.1 13.3
Producer durable 30.4 32.8 6.2
Construction materials 19.0 10.8 12.2
the percentages in Table II 1 for each minor group the importance of even
a fairly sizable error in allocation can be gauged.8 Thus for the major
groups in the tabulation an assumed net error of 20 percent, very much
larger than is likely, would change the perishable group by about 6 per-
cent in 1904 and 1919, and 9 percent in 1879; and the other groups some-
what less.
3Comparisons with Other Estimates
In this Section we compare our estimates with two other sets of data. The
first comparison, with Kuznets' original estimates for 1919, can be pur-
sued in as much detail as desired; the second, with the census estimate of
value of product for 1899', can be made only for the over-all total of
finished commodities and construction materials for that year.
aKuznets' estimates for 1919
Atfirst glance, comparison with Kuznets' original estimates would seem
to be somewhat spurious since the two sets were based on similar pro-
cedures and compiled essentially by the same investigators. However, five
years elapsed between the two compilations, and no figures in our set—
except for a few percentages applied to commodity combinations and
mixed commodities—were taken directly from Commodity Flow and
However, the high percentages for some of the minor groups do not necessarily imply a
likelihood of substantial error. To gauge the error, Notes A, B, and C to Table II 2 must
be consuEted.84 PART II
Capital Formation, Volume One. All transcriptions and the attendant de-
cisions were made as independently as possible under the circumstances.
Differences between Kuznets' figures and ours may stem from 'ava-
riety of causes. First, the degree of census detail was usually less (though
occasionally the reverse was true) in 1919 and in earlier years than since.
In Kuznets' volume 1929 was the base year. Consequently the data for
1929, or even for a later year if more detail was provided, were used to
derive approximations for the years prior to 1929. Kuznets' 1919 com-
modity estimates were accordingly based in part on the greater detail avail-
able for later years.
In our study 1919 is both the base and the end year. Since the esti-
mates extend back to 1869 it was thought preferable to make 1919 as
comparable as possible with earlier years rather than to try to make 1919
alone more accurate. This decision precluded, except in the few instances
described above, the use of data available solely for years more recent
than 1919. However, careful comparisons show that neither the accuracy
of our classification nor the adequacy of our estimates was appreciably re-
duced by the decision.9
A second source, quantitatively more important, of differences between
the two sets of estimates is changes in the apportionment of mixed com-
modities. For the most part these reflect improvements made possible by
additional information, such as the materials consumed data reported in
the censuses for 1914 and 1919, or from reconsideration of the classilica-
tion of the commodities in question. In small part they are due to our
classification as completely finished of some mixed commodities that Kuz-
nets allocated 90 percent or more to finished by applying approximate
percentages derived from the Distribution of Sales of Manufacturing
Plants in 1929.
Third, either for one or both reasons mentioned in the preceding para-
graphs or because the new classification seemed more appropriate, we put
some commodities in different groups from those to which Kuznets as-
signed them.
Finally, differences may arise because we include all manufacturing es-
tablishments with a gross value of product of more than $500. Kuznets
excluded establishments with a value of product between $500 and
0For checkingpurposes a commodity by commodity comparison with Kuznets' estimates
was made. Lack of space prevents the inclusion of the long note prepared as a result of
this comparison. All statements made here concerning the relations between
estimates and ours are based on this note.ESTIMATES OF ThE VALUE OF OUTPUT 85
$5,000 in 13 industries (see Commodity Flow and Capital Formation,
Volume One, p. 17). As he says, however, the total deduction for the
13 industries amounted to less than $60 million, an exceedingly minor
correction.
Although properly to appraise the quantitative differences between our
estimates and Kuznets' requires comparison of specific commodities, ap-
proximate judgments as to relative reliability can be made by comparing
minor groups. The following tabulation, which gives gross and net dif-
ferences as well as brief explanations for them, provides a basis for such
judgments. The gross difference is the absolute sum of all changes without
regard to sign; the net difference is the actual difference between our group
total and the comparable group total of Kuznets.b0
2Cigars, cigarettes, & 1,024
tobacco (2 & part of 8)
3Drug, toilet, & house-
hold preparations (3 &
part of 8)
4Magazines, newspapers,
stationery & supplies &
misc, paper products (4
& part of 6b)
5a Fuel & lighting prod-
ucts, mfd. (5a)
EXPLANATION
Chiefly better classification &
allocation. Only some $30 mil-
lion added to our total owing
to less precise allocation.
+9Inclusionofestablishments
• with products of $500—5,000
value, & better classification.
—83Net decrease of some $70 mil-




480 175 —160Chiefly better classification &
allocation.
632 165 —100Chieflyimprovements.Only
about $10 million added to our
total owing to less precise al-
location.
10 In the basic commodity comparisons upon which the table is based, identity was as-
sumed whenever a specific commodity, commodities, or aggregates of two or more com-
modities in the same minor group differed by less than 3 percent. Exceptions were made
only when the absolute difference exceeded $5 million. Consequently the net differences
in the table may not agree exactly with those obtained by a direct comparison of the group
totals in Table 111 with those in Tables 1-4 and 5 of Commodity Flow and Capital
Formation, Volume One.
MINOR GROUP*
la Food & kindred prod-
ucts (1)
VALUE OF GROSS NET
TOTAL OUT-DiFFER'DIFFER-




691 15086 . PARTU
EXPLANATION
Now classifiedas unfinished
since they constitute a part of
the value of undertakers' serv-
ices.
6Dry goods & notions
(7 &partof 8)
7Clothing & personal
furnishings (9, 10, &
part of 8)




& part of 8)
10Toys, games, & sport-
inggoods (13&part
of 6b)
11Tires & tubes (14) 546
12Household furniture 498
(15)








14a Floor coverings (18)
lAb Misc. housefurnish- 370
ings (durable) (18)
986 570 —100Lesspreciseestimates made
our total about $200 million
higher;remainingshiftsof
$370 million due to improve-
ments.
3,866 145 —2Improvements & added
ties about equal; &, as indi-
cated by the small net differ-
ence, practically canceled.
4 —4A commodity omitted before
1919 because of difficulty of
estimate.
213 210 —155Decrease of about $60 million
due to added crudities of esti-
mate; other changes due to
improvements.
161 225 —185Net difference due to better
classification; added crudities
of about $40 million canceled.
44 —44Lack of data on 1 commodity,
$11 million; remaining $33
million due to better classifica-
29 —29Chieflybetterallocation &
classification.
Improvements & added crudi-
ties about equal. Of the net
+25difference, about $10 million
due io poorer & about $15 mil-





Caskets & coffins (6a)
VALUE OF GROSS NET
TOTAL OUT-DIFFER-DIPPER-
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VALUEOF GROSS NET
OUT-DIFFER-DIFFER-
MINOR GROtJP* PUT 1919 ENCE ENCE EXPLANATION
15China & household 236 125 +60Improvements & added crudi-
utensils (19) ties about equal. Of the net
difference, about $50 million
due to poorer and about $10
million to better estimates.
16Musical instruments 256 2 —2Better classification.
(22)
17Jewelry, silverware, 305 5 +1.Chieflybetterallocation &
clocks & watches (2.3) classification.
18Printing & publishing: 133 ...Identical.
books (24)
19Luggage (25) 65 ...Identical.
20a Motor vehicles (26) 1,364 ...Identical.
20b Motor vehicle acces- 211 —70 —70Better estimate.
sories (27)
20c Carriages & wagons 27 27 +27New group; better classifica-
(6&34a) tion.
21Motorcycles & bicycles 29 —11 —11Chiefly better classification.
(28)
22Pleasure craft (29) 5 —9 —9 Lesscomplete estimate due to
omission of pleasure craft of
more than 5 gross tons.
23Ophthalmic products 45 —14 —14Probably betterclassification.
& artificial limbs (30)
24Monuments & tomb- 73 31 +30Better estimate.
stones (31)
25Industrial machinery &1,918 510 +250Chiefly less precise classifica-
equipment (32 & 34b) tion. Increase of $85 million &
decrease of $125 million due
to better classification. Increase
of about $290 million due to
poorer.
26Electrical equipment, 457 150 +10Chieflybetterallocation &
industrial & commer- classification.
cial (33)
27Farm equipment (34a) 395 335 —270Increase of $17 million & de-
crease of $116 million due to
improvements. Increase of $15
million & decrease of $187
-milliondue to added crudities.88 PARTU
VALUE OF GROSS NET
TOTAL OUT-DiFFER"DIFFER-
MINOR GROUP* -PUT 1919 ENCE ENCE EXPLANATION
28Office & store machin- 153 70 —70Chieflybetterallocation&
ery & equipment (35) classification.
29Office & store furni-. 91 26 —12Decrease of $6 million due to
ture & fixtures (36) improvements. Increase of $7
million & decrease of $13 mil-
lion due to crudities,
30Locomotives & rr. cars 550 52 —52Parts excluded from present
(37) total.
31Ships & boats (38) 1,390 387 +387Our total includesall work
done; original total included
work done on completed ves-
sels only.
32a Business vehicles, 380 Identical.
motor (39)
32b Wagons (part of 34) 43 43 +43New group.
33Aircraft (40) 9 4 —4Parts excluded from our total.
34Professional & scien- 80 39 —3Increase of $2 million & de-
tific equipment (41) crease of $20 million due to
improvements. Increase of $16
million & decrease of $1 mil-
lion due to added crudities.
35Carpenters' & mechan- 208 118 +65Chiefly better classification.
ics' tools (42)
36Misc, subsidiary dura- 360 400 65Increase of about $206 million
ble equipment (43, 44) & decrease of $126 million due
to improvements. Increase of
$27 million & decrease of $42
million due to added crudities. -
Constructionmaterials3,366 960 —340Increase of $200 million & de-
creaseof $555 million due




* The number in parentheses is Kuznets' group number corresponding to our grouping.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the tabulation. First, the gross
differences are fairly large. Moreover, they usually reflect not a single
large change but an aggregate of small ones, Second, the fact that for many
groups the net differences are considerably less than the gross indicates aESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 89
tendency for the various changes to cancel one another and accounts for
the similarity between our totals and Kuznets', especially when major
commodity group totals are compared. For consumer perishables the net
difference is $618 million, or 4.5 percent of our total; for consumer semi-
durables, $490 million, or 7.0 percent; for consumer durables, $53 mil-
lion, or 1.3 percent; and for producer durables, $409 million, or 6.8
percent. -
Finally,the tabulation reveals that thanges due to improvements in the
technique of measurement and in classification far exceed those due to less
accurate allocation. With few exceptions, our group totals are at least as
reliable as, and in many instances probably preferable to the original esti-
mates. This does not mean, however, that they are devoid of crudities due
to methods of estimating. Before the reliability of any group can be
judged, the commodities included as well as the derivation of the spe-
cific commodity estimates must be examined carefully.
bCensus net value of manufactured products, 1899
Although only our total of finished commodities and construction mate-
rials can be -compared with the census net value of products, the compari-
son is in one respect more of a check than that with Kuznets' data: it is
with an estimate made by a completely different approach.'1
By the census definition the net value of manufactured products in-
cludes the value of all raw materials consumed in manufacturing and the
entire value added to them by manufacturing. The sum of these two
values is roughly equal to the difference between the gross value of prod-
ucts and the value of all partly manufactured materials consumed in the
manufacturing process.12 To get the required data, the census schedules for
1899 called for a classification of the two types of materials consumed:
raw and partly manufactured. Raw was defined to include products of
mines, forests, farms, and fisheries; partly manufactured, to include all
manufactured or semimanufactured products used as materials by manu-
facturing establishments.
The tabulation of returns from the schedules made possible a first ap-
proximation of net value: $8,371 million. The census added $98 million
to this approximation to allow for imported partly manufactured mate-
11 For a similar comparison between Kuznets' estimates and the net values of manufactures
for the census years 1919—33 see Commodity Plow and Capital Formation, Vol. One, pp.
19—26.
12 Minor adjustments for mark-ups and for changes in inventories ate needed to assure
exact equality.90 PART H
rials. Since these materials were not reported as products by any domes-
tic establishment, this addition did not constitute duplication.
The difference between the final census estimate, $8,469 million, and
our estimate, $6,372 million, of the value of finished èommodities and
construction materials (Table II 1) seems, at first glance, unduly large
and indicative of errors in one estimate or both. But the two estimates are
not really comparable. Our estimate excludes the value of repairs and
servicing done in manufacturing establishments, and also several indus-
tries, the most important of which is manufactured gas. Moreover, the
census estimate is based on the 1899 census data as originally reported:
i.e., including custom establishments, mechanical and hand trades, some
agricultural industries, and some construction industries; ours is based
upon census data that exclude all these items. To make the two estimates
comparable we have either to subtract items from the census or add to
ours. The limitationsthe data available for the adjustments necessi-
tated a combination of the two methods.
Reconciliation of NBER Estimate of the Value of Output of
Finished Commodities and ConstructionMaterials
with Census Estimate of Net Value of Manufactured Products for 1899
(millions of dollars)
CENSUS
N B £ R GROSS MATERIALS
i VALUE PURCEASED NET VALUE Oi output OPMFD. IN PARTLY OF MFD.
finished commodi- PRODUCTSMFD, FORMPRODUCTS
ties &construction Original census
materials 6,372 totals* 13,004 4,634 8,371
Add:
Repairs &servicing Subtract:
done in mfg. estab- Mechanical &hand




stemming) 36 3 - 33
Industriesomitted in
NBER estimates (gas,
Custom establish- illuminating industry,
meats 304 & ordnance) 78 12 66
Construction indus- Add:
tries (roofing, street Imports of partly 'mfd.
constr. work) 59 products* 98
Adj. totals 6,995 11,706 .4,156 7,649
* Twelfth Census, VII, Manufactures, Part I, pp. cxxxvii, cxli.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 91
The shortcomings of the reconciliation arise from crudities of certain
figures in the table itself and from the impossibility of allowing quanti-
tatively for other known incomparabilities. The deficiencies under the first
head are minor. Additions to the NBER estimates are slightly too large
because the value of roofing and street construction includes some con-
struction materials already in the construction materials total. Moreover,
the construction materials estimate itself contains some internal duplica-
tion. The adjustments to the basic census figures are inadequate because
values for two very small agricultural industries, cotton cleaning and re-
handling, and hay and straw baling, were not subtracted, and because the
addition to take care of imports should have been smaller by the amount
of imports entering into all the classifications that were subtracted from
the original census estimate.
Large differences arise from the incomparabilities that still remain.
First, and most important, the census net value of products excludes only
partly manufactured materials used in the manufacturing process; our
value of output figure excludes also all unfinished products consumed in
all other industries except construction, i.e., mining, trade, finance, etc.
For this reason alone, we should expect the census net. value estimate to
be considerably higher than our value of output figure.
Second, the census stresses certain imperfections in its technique, par-
ticularly with respect to differentiating between raw and partly manufac-
tured materials.18 rts policy of classification yielded a conservative esti-
mate of net value. This conservative bias is accentuated because the cost
of partly manufactured materials to manufacturers is higher than their
production values by the amount of transportation and other distributive
charges. Consequently, the value of partly manufactured materials that the
census deducted from the gross value of products was too large and the
resulting net value too small.
Finally, the census estimate of net value includes the value of ex-
ported partly manufactured materials; our estimate of finished commodi-
ties and construction materials excludes them.
When all these factors are taken into consideration, it is apparent that
the two sets of estimates roughly corroborate each other. Despite possible
offsets arising from its conservative approach, the census net value ought
to be several hundred million dollars higher than our value of output
18 Twelfth Census, VII, Manufactures, Part I, p. cxli. Of course, there are similar diffi-
culties involvedin our classification of products. These are elaborated in Sec. 2 above.92 PARTU
totalbecause of differences in definition. The actual difference, approxi-
mately $6 50 million, less than 10 percent, seems entirely reasonable.
BINTERCENSAL ESTIMATES
To make annual estimates that are as reliable as census year figures is of
course impossible. But by the careful selection and combination of annual
series, fairly reliable interpolators for most minor groups can be pro-
vided. Because the basic sources and materials, as well as their inherent
limitations vary widely, the derivation of these interpolators is described
in considerable detail.
1The Data
Sources of annual data for the years prior to 1919 can be divided into two
main classes.: state materials and a heterogeneous classification including
a wide variety of miscellaneous series. The relative homogeneity of the
state materials, together with their direct relation to the state figures col-
lected in the federal censuses, make it desirable to discuss them as a unit.
aState materials
To uncover the state data, annual reports of all states manufacturing 1 per-
cent or more of the national total value of product in 1914 were examined.
Thç reports for 23 states manufacturing 89.1 percent of the nation's out-
put were supplemented by a finding list published in Synopsis of Federal
and State Statistical Laws and Reports, by W. A. Countryman (19th
Convention of Commissioners of State Labor Bureaus, Washington,
D. C., April 28, 1903). Table 1ofthis paper, a digest of laws and re-
ports on manufactures, lists 31 states, 26 of which are said to have pub-
lished figures on value of product. Since 7 of these were not among the 23
largest manufacturing states, the number of states included in our investi-
gation was raised to 30 and the percentage coverage to 93.7.
Some of the states whose publications were examined did not collect
data on value of product. Of the 10 largest states no annual figures were
found for New York and California, while for Illinois, Michigan, Indi-
ana, and Wisconsin, figures were given for a few scattered years alone,
for too few industries, or were too scant in coverage to be of use. Nine of
the remaining 13 states manufacturing 1 percent or more of the total
value of product likewise provided few or no usable data. Moreover, sev-
eral of the states tabulated by Countryman did little more than republish
federal census data and over a dozen failed to provide sufficient continu-
ous data.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 93
Consequently, of the original 30 states—New York, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Michigan, Indiana, California,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Connecticut, Minnesota, Maryland, Texas, Kansas,
Iowa, North Carolina, Rhode Island, Virginia, Louisiana, Georgia, Wash-
ington, Nebraska, Tennessee, Maine, West Virginia, New Hampshire,
Montana, and North Dakota—only 8 apparently collected annual statis-
tics on manufactures for a period long enough to interpolate for at least
one quinquennium. Table II 4 is designed to show not only the relative
importance of these 8 states in total manufacturing but also the extent to
which the figure for each state differs from that reported for the state by
the federal census. Note A describes the nature and contents of the reports
issued by each state.
The importance in total manufacturing is indicated roughly by the rank
of the states in the federal census for 1914 and more precisely by the per-
centages in the last line of the table, ranging from 7 in 1889 to 26 in 1909.
The fluctuations from 1909 to 1914 to 1919 are due to the absence of data
for Pennsylvania in 1914, and for Ohio and New Jersey in 1919. The de-
clines evidenced from 1909 to 1904 to 1899, although due partly to the
changing composition of the sample, are due chiefly to less complete state
censuses in the earlier years.
The variations in the coverage of the state data from census year to cen-
sus year stand out conspicuously: that for Pennsylvania ranges from 13
to 100 percent, for Ohio from 42 to 77, and for Virginia from 21 to 100.14
These variations can result from a change in the extensiveness of cover-
age, more or fewer industries being reported, or from a change in the in-
tensiveness of coverage, more or fewer establishments within identical in-
dustries being reported. The accompanying tabulation is an attempt to
separate the effects of these two causes of variation. Changes in extensive-
ness are eliminated, the percentages for each year referring solely to in-
dustries covered by both state and federal authorities. Since •the per-
centages in this tabulation are much more stable than those in Table II 4,
the state reports are apparently reasonably consistent with respect to in-
tensity of coverage. Consequently, much of the variation in the percentages
in Table II 4 arises from coverage of fewer industries by the states in the
early years.
14Although100 percent usually means that the state has accepted the reports of the federal
census, comparison of years proximate to census years indicates that several states did
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Coverage in 8 States by State Agencies and by the United States Census of
Manufactures, Comparable Industries, Census Years
PERCENTAGE THAT STATE TOTAL IS OP FEDERAL
1889 1899 1904 1909 1914 1919
Pennsylvania 50 60 75 100
Ohio * 70 85 85
Massachusetts 75 85 95 lOOt loot lOOt
New Jersey 85 90 90 90
Missouri 75 85 lOOt lOOt 100
Connecticut 75
Rhode Island 901: 851: 601:
Virginia 751: 80 80 80 90
To measure the intensiveness of coverage by the various state agencies, the state totals are
here compared with totals for comparable industries reported for the different states by the
Census of Manufactures. The totals reported by the state agencies are the same as those in
Table II 4. The figures with which they are compared, i.e., totals reported by the census
for the industries reported by the state bureaus, are the same as those in Table II 4 only
when the extensive coverage is identical. Otherwise, the percentages given here must be
higher than those in it, because the totals reported by the census have been reduced for
the purposes of this comparison. Percentages were rounded to the nearest number divisible
by five.
* Scattered data, insufficient for meaningful comparison, were collected by the Ohio
agency in 1889.
f Reflects state acceptance of the reports of the Census of Manufactures.
1: Very few industries were reported. Since the comparison is confined to these industries,
the ratios are not as meaningful as for states in which a great number of industries are re-
ported. For Rhode Island, 10 industries were included in 1899 and 1904, 8 in 1909; and
for Virginia, 10 in 1899.
The description thus far provides a synthetic picture of the state data
that suggests important deficiencies. At best 8 states, covering only about
one-fourth of total manufacturing, are included; geographically the sam-
ple contains no state in the lower south, middle west, or far west. More-
over, the picture lacks detail. Neither finished nor construction material
industries were analyzed separately from all industries.
Although an industry by industry comparison of state and United States
data would reveal the adequacy of the state figures for each minor group
directly, such an appraisal would be incomplete, because for many indus-
tries either state and federal classifications are not strictly comparable or
else at least one of the requisite figures is not reported at all.
It is possible, however, to make some industry comparisons and thus
further to assay the state figures. Since the comparisons are inadequate for
analyses by minor groups, they are made for a single year, 1909, and show
only the extensiveness and intensiveness of state coverage of specified fin-
ished product and construction material industries (Table II 5). An Out-
line of the derivation of the table will best indicate both its meaning and
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First, the census year 1909 was chosen because data for 7 of the
8 states in the sample were available for that year. Other census years
would have been less satisfactory both because one or more of the large
states are absent, and, in the earlier years, because of the lack of detail.
Second, all essentially finished or construction material industries were
listed; i.e., those in which finished commodities or construction materials
are produced, with a value of products of $5 million or more. The $5
millionlimit meant excluding 26 of a possible 166 industries, but most of
these would subsequently have been eliminated anyhow because compa-
rable state classifications were lacking.
Third, the census figures for the specific industries in each of the
7 states in the sample were listed only if the state ranked fifth or better
in the industry or produced at least 10 percent of total output. These
criteria reduced the 140 industries originally selected to 110 and pro-.
vided 249 entries. Unimportance of an industry in the 7 states was not the
sole reason for this reduction; for 11 industries little or no detail by states
was given in the federal census.
Fourth, all comparable industry figures that could be obtained from
the state reports were listed. Since comparable figures were often lacking,
because the states either did not collect any appropriate data at all, defined
their industries differently, or grouped several similar industries together,
the usable entries were reduced still further. Only the 85 industries and
134 state entries in Table II 5 remained. However, the value of product
for these 85 industries constituted 84 percent of the total value for the
original 166 industries.
The reductions resulting from steps (2), (3), and (4) indicate the
difficulty of complete comparisons of federal and state data. But since the
entries are much more important when considered in terms of value
rather than number, Table II 5 is useful as evidence of both the exten-
siveness and intensiveness of the state coverage for finished and construc-
tion material industries.
The extensiveness is indicated by the number of industries included,
approximately one-half of the possible total, and by their distribution
the major and minor commodity groups. They are well distributed:
15 are classifiable as perishable, 25 as semidurable, 18 as consumer du-
rable, 17 as producer durable, and 10 as construction material industries.
Moreover, all except one of the minor commodity groups are represented
by at least one industry.
The intensiveness of coverage is suggested by the percentages that the96 PART II
state industry totals are of corresponding national totals. The range and
concentration of these percentages, entered for each state in column 6 of
Table Il 5, are shown in the accompanying frequency distribution..
Percentages that the Combined State Industry Totals are of









Almost one-third of the state-national percentages are less than 10 per-
cent; most of them, 63 out of a possible 81, are less than 30 percent. Al-
though low percentages do not necessarily indicate nonrepresentativeness,
they suggest a need for careful evaluation. This need is even more
strongly suggested when the percentages are arranged by major groups.
The combined state samples constitute 7.3 percent of the United States
total for comparable industries makingperishable commodities, 30.7 of
semidurable, 16.8 of consumer durable, 22.5 of producer durable, and
17.9 of construction materials (Table II 5).
Thus it is obvious that neither singly nor collectively do the state sam-
ples provide ideal interpolating series. The lack of data from 2 of the 6
most important industrial states, the use of industries to represent com-
modities, the relative smallness of the samples, and to some extent their
shifting coverage, and the impossibility of accurate tests of representa-
tiveness, all emphasize the need both for additional data and for some
measure of the reliability of the sample for each minor group.
Since tests of reliability are important only for the series finally selected
as interpolators, discussion is deferred to Section 2, which lists the series
selected and attempts to evaluate their adequacy.
bMiscellaneous sources
• Among the more important sources consulted were reports and special
studies of the United States Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, La-
bor, and Interior, the Bureaus of Railway Economics, of Corporations, and
of Internal Revenue, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Federal
Trade Commission, and the War Industries Board. Private sources in-
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trade periodicals, and corporate reports. Since these sources are cited in
Table II 6, Note B, detailed description would be superfluous., It suffices
to mention that series were developed for 22 of the 44 commodity groups,
and that several of the better series were for minor groups for which the
state samples were especially poor.
Many of the miscellaneous series reflect modifications of data as re-
ported. Quantities were multiplied by average prices; fiscal year figures
were transformed into calendar year; and numerous minor adjustments
were made to ensure consistency and comparability. Naturally these ad-
justments affect the adequacy of the resulting series; in fact, for some
groups it is doubtful that the samples should be used for other than purely
checking purposes. Yet, as will be brought out in Section 2, the move-
ments of the miscellaneous series and those derived from state data were
usually enough alike to inspire a fair degree of confidence in using them.
2Selectionand Evaluation
Table II 6 shows for each minor group the series finally selected as well as
the complementary ones.15 The notes to the table describe the components
of each series briefly. Our first criterion of evaluation, the extensiveness
and intensiveness of coverage, is likewise based on the information in
Table II 6 and its notes, supplemented by the general comments in Sec-
tion 1. Since it would be repetitive to describe the application of this cri-
terion to every minor group, we take one group as an example. By adopt-
ing a similar procedure for any group in which he is especially interested,
the reader can determine whether he agrees with our rating of a particu-
lar series. Minor Group la, Manufactured food and kindred products, is
selected because almost every problem of evaluation is encountered.
Examination of Table II 6 reveals that there was a choice between the
series based on state data and that compiled from data for various com-
modities. Inspection of the first series shows that at least four states are
included in every census period except 1889—99, when only one is. This
implies fair geographic extensiveness of coverage after 1899, and poor
before. Note A to Table II 6 lists the industries included for each state.
The immediate impression is one of good industrial extensiveness. More-
over, comparison of the industries included with the commodities that
constitute the food group, listed for census years in Table II 1, reveals that
every important commodity is included in the sample for 1914—19; sugar
15Theterm 'complementary' is applied to all series used for purposes of checking or cot-
roborating the movements of the series finally selected.98 PART II
alone is missing from 1899 to 1914; while before 1899 the sample is un-
satisfactory. In short, industrial extensiveness of coverage was good after
1899, and poor before. Our over-all rating of the series based on state data,
taking both geographic and industrial extensiveness into consideration, is
fair for 1899—19 19 and poor for 1889_99.b6
The intensiveness of coverage of state data is much more difficult to ap-
praise, since, as pointed out in Section 1, comparisons with federal census
data cannot be accurate. A rough approximation, however, can be com-
puted from Table II 5, which shows that the combined state coverage in
1909 for the 10 food industries there listed was only 6..3 percent. The
lowness of this percentage suggests relatively poor intensiveness of
coverage.
Extensiveness and intensiveness of coverage for the aggregate of mis-
cellaneous commodity series can be determined from the descriptions of
the series in Note B .to Table II 6. For the food group both
types of coverage seem good. Beverages and chocolate and confectionery
products are the only important commodities not included directly or in-
directly; and most of the series cover the entire United States. However, an
additional element, the degree of artificiality, must be considered,
cause Note B indicates that most of the series are based on computations:
either quantities are multiplied by not too comparable prices or fiscal year
figures are roughly translated into calendar year figures. Moreover, such
series as the Interstate Commerce Commission tonnage data and farm in-
come from livestock represent manufacturers' output of finished foods
only indirectly. Consequently, the rating of the aggregate for the miscel-
laneous food series must be reduced to fair, and should perhaps even be
poor.
The above evidence indicates a slight margin of superiority for the
state series 1899—1919, and a similar slight margin for the miscellaneous
series 1889—99. This conclusion is confirmed by a second criterion: the
stability of the census year ratios to the commodity group totals, measured
by expressing each ratio as a percentage of the comparable ratio for the
preceding census year (Table II 7). The period 1889—99 is not included
in the averages because the interpolating data are relatively poor, and be-
cause it is ten years in length while the later periods are five.
In interpreting the entries in Table II 7 it must be kept in mind that a!-
•though stable ratios suggest adequate interpolating series, they do not
16Sincearithmetically accurate ratings are not feasible, we evaluate each aspect of the
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necessarily prove their adequacy. Stability may be due to chance and inter-
censal movements of the sample completely at odds with the true move-
ments. Instability, however, does imply inadequacy; for if the various
series truly represented the census trend there would be no change what-
soever in the successive census-year ratios. Moreover, since our method of
interpolation distributes differences in the ratios evenly over the inter-
censal period, the greater the instability of the ratios the greater the effect
on the intercensal estimates.
The known inadequacies of most of the sample series make it reason-
able to expect at least moderate changes in ratios computed at five and
ten year intervals. Consequently, changes of less than 10 percent in five
years were deemed small, and of less than 25percentmoderate. Only
when the changes exceeded 25 percent was it thought necessary to review
critically the rating of a series.
For the food group the percentage changes in the ratios of the series
selected as the interpolator are small for 1904—09 and 1914—19, and mod-
erate for 1899-4904 and 1909—14. Those in the ratios of the comple-
mentary series are small for 1904—09 and 1909—14, and moderate for
1899—1904 and 1914—19. These differences, however, were not believed
sufficient to warrant modifying the earlier ratings of either series. For
1889—99 the smallness of the change in the ratios of the complementary
series did suggest a reappraisal; but the evidence on coverage was so deci-
sive as to outweigh the high degree of stability. Nor was the relative
stability of the ratios of either series considered significant enough to
justify raising either rating for 1889—99 from poor to fair.
As stated above, the degree of stability is of negative rather than posi-
tive assistance in evaluating a series. We sometimes lowered a rating be-
cause of great instability in the ratios, notably the series for Minor Groups
ii and 30; but we never raised a rating because of high stability.
The third criterion of evaluation is the correspondence between the an-
nual movements of the various series. Since each series is directly related
to the commodity group for which it was compiled, it is reasonable to as-
sume that the correspondence between two or more provides some evi-
dence upon which to appraise the reliability of each. But the evidence is
crude if only because every series is usually defective in some way, im-
plying distortion of some of the year to year movements. Moreover, since
the series are rarely of equal merit they can hardly be expected to move
identically.
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fromyear to year in the movement of each series. The difference in each
year between the percentage changes in the interpolating and comple-
mentary series then taken to indicate the degree of corroboration. For
example, if one series showed a percentage increase of 2.2 and the other
a percentage decrease of 1.1, the difference in movement is 3.3. The
smaller this difference the better the correspondence.
After due consideration of the probable deficiencies in most of the sam-
ples it was arbitrarily assumed that differences between the interpolating
and the complementary series of less than 10.0 were small enough to war-
rant classing the series as corresponding. But it is obvious that even so
defined they will not correspond in all years, especially if they had previ-
ously been rated poor or fair. Consequently, it was decided to rate the cor-
respondence satisfactory if six out of ten years were classifiable as corre-
sponding. Standards may be more or less rigoious, but no matter how
rigorous, Table II 8 provides merely a crude test of reliability and can be
used only in conjunction with the other criteria of evaluation.
The data for the food group in Table II 8 are split into two periods,
1889—99 and 1899-4919, because a different interpolating series was se-
lected for each period (see Table II 6). The correspondence from 1889
to 1899 is fair, the movements in six of the ten years being classifiable as
corresponding; while that from 1899 to 1919 is good, 17 of a possible 20
annual movements corresponding. Thus application of the third criterion
strengthens slightly our belief in the adequacy of the food group samples.
The correspondence, however, is not considered sufficient to justify rais-
ing the earlier ratings.
The above procedure does not eliminate subjective evaluation. In fact,
even its more mechanical phases were tempered by the knowledge and ex-
perience gained during the compilation of each series. The most signifi-
cant criterion for rating a series obviously remains the relatively imprecise
pne of extensiveness and intensiveness of coverage.
The accompanying tabulation gives the final rating of the series used
for interpolating each commodity group.'8 Since the ratings for 1889—99
are in most instances lower than the corresponding ones in later years, they
are shown separately. Those for 1899—1919 are sufficiently uniform for
each census period to make it unnecessary to provide separate ratings for
the four periods included.
18 The ratings refer to the probable reliability of each series as a theasure of year-to-year
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FINALRATING OF SERIESUSEDFOR JNTERPOLATION*
1899—1919
Good (G)2, Sb, 6,8,14a, 20a, 32a, CM
Fair (F)la,3,5a,7,9, 11, 12, 13a,13b, 15,17, 19,20b,20c,24, 25a, 25b, 26, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32b, 35, 36
Poor(P)ib, 4, 10,14b, 16,18,21,22,23, 27, 33,34
4'Ratingswere assigned also to Minor Groups lb and Sb, both composed of nonmanufac-




Fair (F) 2, 5b,6, 7, 8,14a, 30,CM
Poor(P)la, ib, 3, 4, 5a, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13a, 14b, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20c, 21, 22,23,
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32b,33,34, 35, 36
tNo rating is shown for Minor Groups 13b, 20a, 20b, 32a because few or no commodities
in these groups were manufactured before 1899.
C NONMANUFACTURED COMMODITIES
Important in three groups—foods, fuels, and construction materials—
nonmanufactured commodities include products of farms,fisheries,
mines, and forests. Most of the estimates are based on data from the De-
partment of Agriculture, and the Bureaus of Fisheries and Mines. The
detailed figures together with descriptions of sources and methods are
shown in Tables II 9, 10, and 11 and the notes to them.
.7Nonmanufactured Foods
aProducts of farms
For agricultural foods Gross Farm Income, indexes of Farm Production
and of Farm Prices in the United States, 1869—1937, by Frederick Strauss
and L. H. Bean (Department of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin 703,
Dec. 1940) was especially helpful. From this monograph, hereafter re-
ferred to as Strauss and Bean, the decennial Census of Agriculture, and
special crop reports of the Department of Agriculture farm income esti-
mates could be compiled for almost every relevant crop and livestock
product.19
19Lackof appropriate data prevented the computation of continuous estimates for several
commodities; e.g., natural ice, honey, and maple sugar and sirup. For natural ice there
were no satisfactory data; the combined values of honey and maple sugar and sirup
amounted to $11 million in 1909 and $27 million in 1919 (14th Census, V, Agriculture,
pp. 649,849).Since the latter values constitute-only .5 or .6 percent of the totals in
Table II 9 and less than .2 percent of the estimates for all foods, their omission has little
effect on the level of our estimates and probably even less on their fluctuations. It is likely
that the omission of natural ice is also relatively unimportant.102 PARTH
The apportionment of the various agricultural foods between finished
and unfinished presented problems similar to those involved in appor-
tioning mixed manufactured commodities. Reliance was placed chiefly on
the materials consumed method. The implications of this method are
indicated in Note A to Table H 2; its application to specific groups of
farm products is described in Note A to Table II
The final estimates of finished farm products show long term move-
ments fairly well, but may not measure year to year changes quite accu-
rately, especially before 1900.20However,as these less reliable product
estimates constitute at most only one-eighth of the perishable group total,
the effect of even rather large errors would not be very great.
bProducts of fisheries
Total values for edible fish for 1869, 1879, 1889, and 1908 (United
States Censuses of the Fishery Industries) were interpolated and extrapo-
lated on the basis of annual estimates of the catch in four important re-
gions—New England, Middle Atlantic, Lake, and Pacific—and from oc-
casional figures for other regions reported by the Bureau of Fisheries. The
estimate of total catch was then allocated between finished and unfinished
by means of the materials consumed method.
Because it was impossible to allow satisfactorily for wastage and be-
cause of the probable use of some edible fish as fertilizer, the level of the
20 Since the compilation of our estimates, the Department of Agriculture has substantially
completed its Income Parity Studies. Making use of these reports, many of which contain
revised data back to 1909, as well as of many special sources, Harold Barger and Hans
Landsberg of the National Bureau have refined and improved the production data for sev-
eral crop and livestock series back to 1899 (American Agriculture, 1899—1 939: A Study
of Output, Employment and Productivity, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1942).
A review of the Barger-Landsberg series indicates that the ultimate effects of substitut-
ing their improved data would be relatively small. The revisions for the crops and products
for which comparison was possible amounted to less than 10 percent in all except one in-
stance; and even these differences showed a tendency to cancel when the values for the dif-
ferent commodities were totaled.
Despite the one exception, fluid milk, in which the revision gave values almost double
those on which our estimate was based, the effect of incorporating the Barger-
Landsberg series would be to raise our total of finished nonmanufactured agricultural•
foods less than 10 percent. The effect on the total food group would be considerably
smaller; while that on the perishable commodity, group as a whole would average less than
2 percent. Year to year changes would hardly be influenced.
Because to incorporate the revised series would have occasioned laborious recalculations
disproportionate to the improvements effected, we decided not to. But we advise the user
of our estimates of nonmanufactured agricultural foods to bear in mind that they slightly
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finalestimates for fresh fish destined for sale to ultimate consumers may
be slightly too high. This slight exaggeration may be compensated in part
by the possible failure of the various censuses of fisheries to achieve com-
plete coverage. The year to year movements are believed to be fairly re-
liable.
cProducts of mines
Annual values for the one food product here included, natural mineral
waters, are from Mineral Resources of the United States.
2Nonmanufactured Fuels
aProducts of mines
Estimates were made for three products: anthracite coal, bituminous coal,
and fuel briquets. Most of the data basic to these estimates were taken
from Mineral Resources of the United States. The final estimates are be-
lieved to be tolerably good, except possibly those for bituminous coal, for
which the apportionment between industrial (unfinished) and house-
hold (finished) was especially crude. The allocation for all years prior to
1915 was based upon that for 1915.
bProducts of forests
Lack of data prevented the preparation of continuous estimates for fire-
wood; but the few figures available give some idea of its importance. In
1880 consumption for domestic purposes amounted to about 141 million
cords valued at close to $310 million; in 1908 it was apparently about 76
million cords with a value of about $225 million (Consumption of Fire-
wood in the United States, Forest Service Circular 181, and American
Forests and Forest Products, Department of Agriculture, Statistical Bul-
letin 21, Washington, D. C., 1928; issued Oct. 1927, revised March
192 8, Table 21 3). These figures suggest a value approaching or, in pre-
war years, even exceeding that of coal destined for ultimate consumers.2'
Our failure to include firewood thus means a fairly serious deficiency in
the fuel estimates, which the user should not forget.
2].Arecent Department of Agriculture publication, Fuel Wood Used in the United States,
1630—1930 (Circular 641, Washington, D. C., Feb. 1942), provides additional evidence
of the importance of firewood. The estimated total consumption by decades, in millions of
cords, is: 1870—79, 1,407; 1880—89, 1,304; 1890—99, 1,087; 1900—09, 916; 1909—19,
913;and 1919—29, 746 (Table 2).104 PART II
3Construction Materials
aProducts of forests
Estimates for lumber used in construction were pieced together by means
of data from a wide variety of sources. Their reliability can be judged by
consulting Note A to Table JIll. For reasons mentioned in the Note, the
level of the final estimates is probably somewhat too high; there were no
data on which satisfactorily to compute a downward adjustment. Our
inability to make continuous estimates for certain miscellaneous lumber
products, such as round timbers, poles, and the construction. products of
farms—the combined value of which runs to $25—100 million—compen-
sates somewhat for the probable excess in the lumber estimates. The esti-
mates for railroad cross ties are believed to be fairly reliable.
bProducts of mines
Sand (building, paving, railroad ballast, and gravel) and crushed stone
are the two major construction materials produced in mines. As indicated
in Note A to Table 1111, values for the different types of sand and for
crushed stone. are reported in Mineral Resources of the United States.
Since the values were small, no effort was made to extend any series be-
yond the earliest year for which each was reported. The year to year com-
parability of the totals is therefore reduced slightly.
D DERIVATION OF THE ESTIMATES SINCE '1919
1Adjustments to Kuznets' Estimates for 1919—1933
Several shifts were made in the original commodity group classification
in Commodity Flow and Capital Formation in order to make it more com-
parable with our estimates for the years before 1919. The adjustments
were approximate. When differences in 1919 amounted to less than $5
million for any minor commodity group or when, by changing Kuznets'
estimate we would have reduced its accuracy, no corrections were made.
Only when our estimate for 1919 was an improvement over the corre-
sponding one in Commodity Flow was the latter adjusted. For example,
Kuznets' estimates for Minor Group 3, Drugs and household prepara-
tions, included a sizable amount of products of the chemicals, n.e.c., in-
dustry. Careful examination of the industry indicated that practically all
the commodities there included should be classified as unfinished. Conse-
quently, Kuznets' totals for the drug group were adjusted to exclude
chemicals, n.e.c.
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ports were also rough.22 Except those for three groups—food products,
tractors, and construction materials—they were based on the 1929 rela-
tionships alone. Ratios of Kuznets' unadjusted value of domestic con-
sumption to his unadjusted value of domestic output, computed for each
minor group in 1929, were applied to his adjusted output values in every
year, with the exception of the three groups already noted. For foods and
tractors ratios were computed for every year; for construction materials
they were computed for 1919 and 1929 and interpolated for the inter-
vening years.
2Estimates for Years since 1933
The 1935 and 1937 estimates of the value of the domestic consumption
of manufactured commodities were based on the movement 193 3—35 and
1935—37 of the value reported in the Census of Manufactures for 1935
and 1937. Separate estimates were made for each minor group. The
sources for nonmanufactured commodities were Agricultural Statistics,
1939, p. 482 (for gross farm income from the sale of fruits, vegetables,
nuts, dairy products, eggs, and chickens and the value of farm products
retained for home consumption); and Minerals Yearbook, seriatim (for
anthracite coal, coke, and fuel oil used for domestic purposes, also for non-
manufactured construction materials, crushed stone, sand and gravel).
The 1934, 1936, 1938, and tentative 1939 estimates were made only
for the four maj or groups and construction materials.
aPerishable
The 1934 and 1936 estimates for perishable commodities consumed in
the United States were based on the movement of the gross income of
corporations manufacturing foods and kindred products, liquors and bev-
erages, tobacco products, paper and pulp products, printing, publishing
and allied products, petroleum and other mineral oil products, and chemi-
cals and allied products (Statistics of Income); of gross farm income
from the sale of fruits, vegetables, nuts, dairy products, eggs, and chick-
ens; of the value of farm products retained for home consumption, and
the value of anthracite coal an4 of coke used for domestic purposes. The
estimate for 1938 was based on the sales of foods, paper and paper prod-
ucts (except boxes), newspapers and periodicals, newspapers (small),
22Theprocedure was based on the one Kuznets used in Commodity Flow to derive the
original estimates. For most groups, exports and imports were compiled for 1929 alone;
corrections for other years were based on the 1929 relationships.•106 PART 11
chemicals,drugs, and petroleum and tobacco products (Dun's Review,
May 1939), and on the farm income, coal, and coke totals.
For 1939 the tentative estimate was made from the movement of
wholesale sales of beer, wine and liquors, drugs and drug sundries, gro-
ceries and foods, paper and products, and tobacco and its products (Do-
mestic Commerce, Jan. 20, 1940); retail sales of filling stations (ibid.,
Feb. 20, 1940); farm income (excluding the value of products retained
for home consumption) and the wholesale value of all anthracite coal
shipments (Survey of Current Business, Feb. 1939 and 1940).
bSemidurable
The 1934 and 1936 estimates for this major group were based on the
movement of the gross income of corporations mantifacturing textile mill
products excluding woolen and worsted yarns, pulling, etc., leather and
its manufactures, and rubber products (Statistics of Income). The 1938
sales of cotton textiles, silk and rayon goods, clothing, hosiery, shoes, and
tires and other rubber goods (Dun's Review, May 1939) were used to
extrapolate the 1937 estimate.
The preliminary 1939 estimate was based on the wholesale sales of
amusement and sporting goods, dry goods, and clothing and furnishings
(Domestic Commerce, Jan. 20, 1940).
cConsumer durable
The 1934 and 1936 estimates were based on the movement of the gross
income of establishments manufacturing other wood products, household
machinery and equipment; radios; musical, professional, and scientific
instruments, and precious metal products and jewelry (Statistics of In-
come). The wholesale value of passenger cars sold in the United States
(Automobile Facts and Figures, 1939, pp. 4, 9) was combined with the
gross income totals to interpolate between the 1935 and 1937 estimates.
For 1938 the passenger car value and the sales of furniture, electrical ap-
paratus and appliances, and jewelry, watches, silverware, and findings
(Dun's Review, May 1939) were used as an extrapolator. The 1939 esti-
mate was based on the sales in the United States and Canada of passenger
cars (Automobile Manufacturers' Association) and on wholesale sales of
furniture and housefurnishings, jewelry and optical goods, and electrical
goods (Domestic Commerce, Jan. 20, 1940).
dProducer durable
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sumption in 1934 and 1936 was estimated by means of the wholesale
value of motor trucks sold in the United States (Automobile Facts and
Figures, 1939, pp. 4, 9) and the gross income of corporations making
locomotives and railroad equipment, factory machinery, agricultural, ma-
chinery, electric machinery, miscellaneous machinery, office equipment
and hardware, tools, etc. (Statistics of Income). The estimate for 1938
was based on the sales of motor trucks and of machinery, engines, and
transportation equipment except automobiles and automotive accessories
(Dun's Review, May 1939).
The tentative 1939 estimate was based upon the movement of whole-
sale sales of electrical goods and machinery equipment and supplies (Do-
mestic Commerce, Jan. 20, 1940) and of the sales of trucks in the United
States and Canada.
eConstruction materials
The value of construction materials destined for domestic consumption in
1934 and 1936 was based on the gross income of sawmills; stone, clay
and glass; paint and metal building materials corporations (Statistics of
Income). The estimate for 1938 was based on sales of lumber and plan-
ing mill products, stone and stone products, clay and glass products, struc-
tural steel, heating, plumbing and air conditioning equipment, and
paints, varnishes and lacquers (Dun's Review, May 1939). The estimate
for 1939 of hardware, lumber and construction materials, metals and
metal work, and plumbing and heating equipment was based on whole-
sale sales (Domestic Commerce, Jan. 20, 1940).
For all groups the tentative estimates for 1938 and 1939 were made
before the 1939 Census of Manufactures and other detailed statistics had
become available. Since the figures for all recent years will be superseded
when the final report of the Department of Commerce (see Preface) is
published, it was not thought worth while to attempt to improve the pres-
ent estimates at this time. Inspection of the more detailed statistics sug-
gests that there would be no changes sufficient to modify the conclusions



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Allocation Based on Census Reports of
Materials Consumed in Manufacturing
For many of the more important industries the Census of Manufactures re-
ports detailed data on materials consumed. Between 1899 and 1919 such data
are usually reported for one or more census years.a Since total cost of materials
is reported for all years, percentages for the closest year for which we have de-
tailed data are applied to the cost of materials (excluding fuel and rent for
power when possible) for the years for which we have no detailed data.
Some discussion and comment on this method of apportioning mixed com-
modities appear in Commodity Flow and Capital Formation, Volume One, pp.
17, 18, and 68. In one respect the technique is more exact than Kuznets'; the
detailed data, when available for 1919 or earlier years, cover an entire industry,
not merely a part. But the principal defect of the method, that the estimates of
unfinished are minima because some industries using specified materials do not
report them separately in any year, still holds. It is possibly compensated in part
by the inclusion of an indeterminate amount of transportation charges and dis-
tributive costs in the cost of materials as reported in the Census.
The mixed commodities to which the materials consumed method could be
applied are listed below, by minor groups, together with a de-
scription of the industries and years for which data were available.
1FooDANDKINDRED PRODUCTS
Baking powder and yeast; Consumption in the bread and other bakery prod-
ucts industry was estimated from the 1923 percentage.
Butter: Consumption in the bread and other bakery products industry was esti-
mated from the 1923 percentage; in the chocolate and cocoa products industry
from the percentage the 1919 estimate in Commodity Flow and Capital Forma-
tion, Volume One, Note A to Table I 3, constituted of a residual of unidentified
other materials consumed in the industry in 1919;inthe confectionery and ice
cream industry from the percentage the 1919 estimate in ibid. constituted of a
residual of unidentified other materials consumed in the industry in 1919; in
the oleomargarine industry from the 1899 percentage. In this last estimate, the
figures for all years except 1914 and 1919 were adjusted to include oleo-
margarine made in the meatpacking industry. The estimates for 1914 and
1919, computed independently, were based upon the quantity of butter con-
sumed as reported for the fiscal year 1915 and an average of the fiscal years
aIna few instances no detailed data are available except for years after 1919. We chose
to use these 'remote' figures rather than omit the estimates. For example, it was considered
better to apply percentages computed from data in the 1923 Census on materials con-
sumed in the bread and other bakery products industry to total materials consumed by it
in 1919 and prior years than not to use the materials consumed data for the industry. The
crudity of this technique, however, should be kept in mind. Whenever such 'remote' fig-
ures are utilized, it is clearly indicated in the comprehensive commodity notes below.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 187
1919 and 1920 (Katherine Snodgrass, Margarine as a Butter Substitute; Food
Research Institute, Stanford University, Dec. 1930; Fats and Oils Studies 4,
App. Table V A). These data were multiplied by appropriate butter prices cal-
culated from data in the 1889, 1914, and 1919 Censuses.
Condensed and evaporated milk: Consumption in the bread and other bakery
products industry was estimated from ,the 1923 percentage.
Flavoring extracts: consumption in the chocolate and cocoa products industry
was estimated from the 1919 percentage; in the mineral and soda waters in-
dustry from the percentage the 1919 figure (based on 1929 data) in Com-
modity Flow and Capital Formation, Volume One, Note A to Table I 3, con-
stituted of the total cost of materials excluding fuel and rent for power; and
in the confectionery (including chewing gum) and ice cream industry from the
1919 percentage (an additional figure in 1919 for flavors consumed in the
chewing gum industry—ibid.—having first been included).
Flour: Consumption in the bread and other bakery products industry was esti-
mated from the 1923 percentage. In the macaroni industry the 1919 figure
(based on 1929 data) from ibid. was used; for 1914 the 1919 percentage of the
total cost of materials, and for. the earlier years the 1914 percentage of the com-
modity produced estimate was applied to the respective commodity estimates.
Lard including lard compounds and substitutes: Consumption in the bread and
other bakery products industry was estimated from the 1923 percentage; in the
oleomargarine industry, from the 1899 percentage. The 1919, 1914, 1909, and
1904 figures for the amount consumed in the oleomargarine industry were then
raised to allow for oleomargarine made in the meat-packing industry.
Sugar: The amounts consumed in 8 industries were estimated. For the bread and
other bakery products industry the 1923 percentage was used in all years. For
the butter, cheese and condensed milk industry data were available for all years
except 1879; for that year the 1889 percentage was applied. For the canning
and preserving fruits and vegetables, and pickles, preserves, and sauces indus-
try the 1919 fIgure (based on 1929 data) from ibid. was applied to the 1919
total cost of materials, excluding fuel and rent of power, and the resulting per-
centage used for all years. A similar procedure was followed for the flavoring
extracts and cordials and sirups and the mineral and soda water industries.
For the chocolate and cocoa products industry the 1919 percentage was used
for all other years. For the confectionery and ice cream industry the 1919 per-
centage was similarly applied; in 1919, however, the amount consumed in the
chewing gum industry (ibid.) was first added. For the oleomargarine industry
the 1899 percentage was applied in all other years; the resulting estimates for
the years after 1899 were further adjusted to allow for oleomargarine made in
the meat-packing industry.
3DRUG, TOILET AND HOUSEHOLD PREPARATIONS
Castor oil: Consumption in the soap and natural dyestuffs and extracts indus-
tries was estimated from the 1919 percentages.
Soap: Consumption in 5 textile industries was estimated. Considerable soap is188 PARTU
probably consumed also in other industries for which no data are available.
The amount consumed in the silk manufactures industry was estimated from the
1889 percentage; in dyeing and finishing textiles, from the 1889 and 1899
percentages; in the knit goods industry, from the 1889 and 1904 percentages;
in the wool manufactures industries, from the 1889 and 1904 percentages;
and in the fur-felt hat industry, from the 1899 percentage.
NOTE B TO TABLE II 2
Allocation by Special Methods
1FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS
Ice, manufactured: An approximation, 50 percent to finished and 50 to un-
finished, was based on data in Commodity Flow and Capital Formation, Vol-
ume One (see p. 73) which indicated that about 55 percent of manufactured
ice was finished, and on data reported in the Tenth Census: 1880, Vol. XXII
Po&er and Machinery Employed in Manufactures and The Ice industry of the
United States.
Of the total tonnage of natural ice sold in 20 principal cities during the sea-
son 1879—80, 42 percent went to private families, the remainder to brewers,
butchers and meat packers, butter dealers, ships, and miscellaneous consumers.
Salt: The production of salt by type was reported in Mineral Resources of the
United States, seriatim, Part II. As a rough approximation, table and salt
were considered finished and all other types (common fine, common coarse,
packers', coarse solar, rock, and milling) unfinished. Values for 1919, 1914, and
1909 were taken from the 1920 volume, p. 19, the 1915 volume, p. 268, and the
1909 volume, p. 664. For 19.04 and 1899 quantity data on the production of
table and dairy salt were multiplied by prices, by applying, to the price of all
salt in the two earlier years, the ratio of the price of table and dairy salt to the
price of all salt in 1906. For years before 1899 the 1899 percentage apportion-
ment, 21.5 to finished and 78.5 to unfinished, was used.
3DRUG, TOILET AND HOUSEHOLD PREPARATIONS
Alkaloids and derivatives: For 1919 the value of alkaloids and their salts used
as materials in the druggist's preparations and patent medicines and com-
pounds industries was reported. Classified as unfinished, the percentage it con-
stituted of the total production of alkaloids and derivatives for 1919, 30.5,
was used in all the earlier years.
Biological products: Lack of more pertinent data compelled the use of the ap-
portionment for 1927 when the Census reported that 40.1 percent of biological
products were for human and 59.9 percent for animal use. These per-
centages were used in all years, the estimates of products for animal use being
classified as unfinished.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 189
Patent compounds: A crude apportionment, based upon detailed data in 1921,
put insecticides, boiler compounds, and fire-extinguishing compounds, com-
prising 37.5 percent of total patent compounds in 1921, under unfinished.
5aFuEL AND LIGHTING PRODUCTS, MANUFACTURED
Coke: From Mineral Resources of the United States, 1920,PartII, pp.
401—4, data were taken on the sales of coke to furnaces, foundries, and do-
mestic and other consumers. Since the value of coke sold to domestic and other
consumers in 1919, $16,383,219, probably included sales of screening and
breeze, the value of screening and breeze sold was estimated from more de-
tailed data reported for 1920, when 27.6 percent of total production was sold
as screening and breeze. The total production figure for 1919 was multiplied
by this percentage and the resulting estimate of screening and breeze sub-
tracted from the domestic sales figure above. The residual, $15,676,551, was
assumed to be the value of finished coke for 1919.
Few data are available on the distribution of coke prior to 1919. In Mineral
Resources of the United States, 1915, Part II, p. 541, about 5 percent of coke
consumed was reported to be used principally for domestic purposes. Lack of
more exact data compelled the application of this approximate percentage to
total production for 1914 and all earlier years.
Illuminating oils: A crude apportionment for 1919, 1914, and 1909 was based
on estimates of J. E. Pogue in Economics of Petroleum (New York, 1921). A
chart on page 140 of that volume showed that the following amounts (ap-
proximate) of illuminating oils were used for tractors, boats, and stationary
engines, i.e., for power purposes: 1919, 475 million gallons; 1914, 150; 1909,
50. These amounts, constituting about 20, 8, and 3 percent of the correspond.
.ing annual outputs, were assumed to be the unfinished portion of illuminating
oils. To years before 1909, the 1909 percentage was applied.
Lubricating oils: It was assumed that of the important uses of lubricating oils—
railroad, industrial, tractor, exports and automotive, truck and passenger car—
only that in passenger cars was finished in our terminology. To estimate it the
following procedure was adopted. Beginning and end of the year registration
figures for passenger cars were averaged to get an approximation of cars in use
(see Automobile Facts and Figures, 1938, p. 16). These estimates of cars in
use were then multiplied by a conversion factor of 25 gallons, the figure used
by Pogue in his estimates (op. cit., Table 78, p. 180). Finally, the consumption
figure in gallons for each year was multiplied by a corresponding price per gal-
lon derived from the quantity and value data reported in the Census of Manu-
factures for 1919, 1914, 1909, 1904, and 1899. The procedure was like that
used for lubricating oils, except that the conversion factor was 300 gallons,
based, according to Pogue, upon a War Industries Board investigation in 1918,
modified by additional calculation and experience (ibid., p. 123).
Since for both lubricating oils and gasoline, exports are included with the
unfinished portion, the finished portion was not adjusted for exports or imports.190 PARTII
6 DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS
Cotton thread: Apportionment in 1919 was based upon sample data for 1924
on billings of silk thread (Distribution of Textiles, Bulletin 56, Harvard Uni-
versity, Bureau of Business Research). Table 24, p.' 186, of that volume indi-
cated that 64.9 percent of machine twist silk thread was sold to cutters-up and
other manufacturers. No data on industrial sales by wholesalers were available.
For years other than 1919, the estimated value of unfinished for 1919 was
extrapolated by an index of the cost of materials in the men's and women's
clothing industries.
All other cotton woven goods: The apportionment was based upon sample data
on billings reported for 1924 in the Distribution of Textiles. From Tables 30,
32, 34, and 36 of that volume, billings of voiles, marquisettes, lawns, pique,
twills, sateens, plushes, velvets, etc., dress corduroys, all-cotton fine goods, cot-
ton, silk, and rayon mixtures, ginghams, drills, denims, outing flannels and
dometts, canton flannels, etc., cottonades and cotton suitings, osnaburgs, and
all other woven fabrics were added. Billings to converters, cutters-up, and
other manufacturers were 72.0 percent of all billings. Supplementary data from
Table 39 revealed that manufacturers who did their own converting billed 38
percent of their goods to cutters-up and other manufacturers. These two per-
centages, representing industrial billings by the two types of cotton goods manu-
facturers, were weighted and combined on the basis of data in Table 27, which
showed that of total billings of all cotton woven fabrics, 77 percent were yarn-
dyed and grey goods and 23 percent were converted for mills' own account.
The final weighted percentage of industrial billings was thus 64.2 percent.
Lack of data compelled the assumption that no other industrial sales were made
by wholesalers. The final percentage was applied in 1919 and the resulting esti-
mate of unfinished cotton woven goods extrapolated by an index of the cost of
materials in the women's clothing industry.
Dyeing and finishing textiles: Contract work was first estimated from 1929
data in the Distribution of Sales of Manufacturing Plants: 1929,Table3. The
percentage that contract work (unfinished in our classification) constituted of
the value of products for the industry, 52.3, was used for all years. The re-
mainder of the industry was then apportioned for 1919 on the basis of sample
data for 1924 (Distribution of Textiles, Table 42) which showed that 69 per-
cent of billings of converters and finishers were to cutters-up and other manu-
facturers. For years before 1919 industrial use was estimated by applying an in-
dex of the cost of materials in the women's clothing industry to the value esti-
maredfor 1919.
Silk ribbons: Apportionment between finished and unfinished in 1919 was
based upon sample data for 1924 (Distribution of Textiles, Table 24), which
showed that 62 percent of billings of ribbons were to cutters-up and other manu-
facturers. Since it was impossible to ascertain other billings by wholesalers to
manufacturers, the above percentage is a maximum estimate of finished ribbons.
For years other than 1919,theestimated 1919 value for unfinished was ex-ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT . 191
trapolatedby an index of the cost of materials in the millinery and lace goods
industry.
Broadsilks: 45 percent of the billings of the 1924 sample. were direct to cut-
ters-up and other manufacturers (Distribution of Textiles, Table 22). Use of
this percentage to estimate unfinished for 1919 yields a minimum estimate of
unfinished because no adequate data on the billings of wholesalers are avail-
able. For years other than 1919 the estimated value of unfinished broadsilks for
1919 was extrapolated by an index of the cost of materials in the women's
clothing industry.
Silk velvets and plushes: The percentage, 25, that sample billings in 1924 were
direct to cutters-up and other manufacturers (Distribution of Textiles, Table
23) was used for all years to estimate the value of unfinished silk velvets and
plushes.
Sewing and embroidery silk: The percentage, 35, that sample billings in 1924
of silk threads were direct to cutters-up and other manufacturers (Distribution
of Textiles, Table 25)wasused for all years to estimate the value of unfinished
sewing and embroidery silks.
Woolen and worsted woven goods: An approximate apportionment was based
upon data in the Distribution of Textiles for the distribution of billings in
1924. The percentage, 79, that billings of men's and women's wear woolen
and worsted fabrics were direct to cutters-up (ibid., Table 13) was used to esti-
mate the value of unfinished woven goods for 1919, lack of adequate data pre-
venting any adjustment for billings of wholesalers to cutters-up. For years other
than 1919, the estimated 1919 value of unfinished was extrapolated by an index
of the cost of materials in the men's and women's clothing industries.
Mixed textiles: Since the exact constitution of this industry is unknown, there
is no accurate method of apportioning the commodity total between finished
and unfinished. To approximate an allocation, the estimates for other cotton
woven goods, broadsilks and silk ribbons and woolen and worsted woven
goods were totaled. This mixed textile total was allocated by the percentage
distribution of this aggregate: 64 to finished and 36 to unfinished.
7CLOTHINGAND PERSONAL FURNISHINGS
Fur goods: From the 1925 census it was estimated that 11.8 percent of the
commodity total for that year was fur trimmings. Since trimmings were classi-
fied as unfinished, this computation indicated an apportionment of 88.2 per-
cent to finished and 11.8 to unfinished.
Trimmed hats and hat frames: The value of unfinished for all years was esti-
mated from the percentage that hat frames and linings constituted of total
trimmed hats, hat frames, and hat linings, 5.2—a crude apportionment, based
on 1927 data.
Suspenders, garters and elastic woven goods: According to the 1923 Census,
the value of elastic webbing produced was about the same as the -value of sus-
penders, garters, and elastic woven goods made from purchased webbing (in
2/
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1923establishments making elastic webbing were transferred from the sus-
penders...industryto the cotton smaliwares industry) .Onthis basis a
crude allocation was made, 50 percent to finished and 50 to unfinished.
9 HOUSE FURNISHINGS (SEMIDURABLE)
Towels, towelling, wash cloths, turkish towels and terry weave: Apportion-
ment between finished and unfinished was based upon the distribution of bill-
ings in 1924 (Distribution of Textiles). 11.6 percent of these fabrics were
sold to cutters-up and other manufactures (ibid., Table 28). Lack of data
compelled the assumption that no other industrial sales were made by whole-
salers.
11TIRES AND TUBES
Tires and tubes, aulo mobile: For 1919 and 1914 total output was reported by
the Census of Manufactures. Upon the assumption that tires and tubes used for
original equipment were unfinished, casings required for original equipment
(Special Circular 3500, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Rubber
Section, Table III) were estimated to be 22 and 27 percent respectively of
total output in 1919 and 1914. To get the estimated values of unfinished tires
and tubes the total value of casings and tubes was multiplied by these per-
centages.
Prior to 1914 tire and tube data were not reported separately in the Census
of Manufactures. Total production as well as its apportionment had to be esti-
mated. For 1909 and 1904 the method used in Special Circular 3500 for 1910
and later years was used. Tires required for original equipment were estimated
on the basis of total cars and trucks produced, less an allowance for trucks
equipped with solid tires. The conversion factor was four casings per unit. Re-
newals were estimated from registration figures for December 31 of the pre-
ceding year, a conversion factor of five casings per pneumatic tired car being
used. A small allowance was then made for exports. Adding these estimates
gave an estimated output of 1,500,000 casings in1909and 250,000 in 1904.
It was assumed that an equal number of tubes was produced. Of total output
34 percent represented requirements for original equipment in 1909, and 35
percent in 1904.
To translate the above estimates into values, some sort of price index was
required, since per unit prices for tires and tubes were available only for 1914.
Approximations were based on two sources: price lists of the United States
Rubber Products Corporation for 1911 and 1914 and quotations in the india
Rubber World, December 1, 1910, for 1907 through 1910. The latter stated
that prices did not change much between 1904 and 1907. On the basis of the
above data, it was decided that, on 1914 as a base, the 1909 price was about' 140
and the 1904 price about 150. This crude index, applied to the prices per cas-
ing and per tube in 1914, yielded prices that could be used to translate the
quantities estimated above into values.
Prior to 1904 neither quantity nor value was estimated. Since only 800 carsESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 193
were registered in 1898 and 3,200 in 1899 the output of automobile tires must
have been very small, and for the most part unfinished, i.e., original equip-
ment.
Tires and tubes, motorcycle and bicycle: For 1919 and 1914 tires and tubes
used for original equipment were estimated from the number of bicycles and
motorcycles produced each year. Two tires were allowed for each bicycle and
motorcycle and two tubes for each motorcycle in 1919. Since no tubes were re-
ported for 1914 two tires were allowed for each vehicle. The above method gave
19.7 percent in 1919 and 24.8 percent in 1914 as the estimated requirement
for original equipment. The .1914 estimate was extrapolated to 1909, 1 904k.
and 1899 on the basis of a production index for bicycles and motorcycles.
From these estimates of original equipment for the earlier years the total
output of tires was estimated by multiplying them by the 1914 ratio of total
output to output required for original equipment. This somewhat unsatisfac-
tory method was adopted because better data were lacking.
Prior to 1899 few if any pneumatic tires were made. The use of solid or
cushion tires on bicycles cannot be estimated since all- solid rubber tires are an
indeterminate part of all other rubber manufactures, classified by us as un-
finished.
13bELECTRICAL HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES AND SUPPLIES
Incandescent lamps: Allocation of 35 percent to finished and 65 to unfinished,
representative for 1929, was based on information supplied by the General
Electric Company, Incandescent Lamp Department (see Commodity Flow and
Capital Formation, Vol. One, p. 119).
14HOUSE FURNISHINGS (DURABLE)
Carpets: Apportionment between finished and unfinished was based upon sam-
ple data, covering about one-fourth of the industry, on billings in 1924 (Dis-
tribution of Textiles). The percentage of billings direct to manufacturers and
institutions, 56 (pp. 74, 77), was applied to the 1919 and 1914 census data on
carpets excluding rugs made of sewed strips. For years before 1914 the per-
centage, 20.7, that unfinished carpets constituted in 1914 of total carpets, in-
cluding rugs, made of sewed strips was used.
Silk upholstery and tapestries: The percentage, 3, that billings of the 1924
sample were direct to cutters-up and other manufacturers (Distribution of
Textiles, Table 23) was used for all years to estimate the value of unfinished
upholstery and tapestries.
Lamps and appliances sold by gas companies: Since most of these lamps and
appliances were purchased from other manufacturers, duplication would result
if the gross receipts from such sales were included as finished. Net receipts
alone, the difference between gross sales and the amount reported paid for
lamps and appliances purchased for resale, should be included. Cost data are
available back to 1899 but exceed slightly the estimated sales values in 1899
and 1904. Thus before 1909. entire gross sales are classified as unfinished.194 PART II
15CHINA AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS
Tin ware: Lack of better information compelled the use of census data for 1927,
when stamped household tinware was 1.6 percent of the total production of
tinware. The other 98.4 percent was considered unfinished.
17JEWELRY, SILVERWARE, CLOCKS AND WATCHES
Jewelry: Apportionment between finished and unfinished was based upon cen-
sus data for 1927, when 9.8 percent of the total output of jewelry was jewelry
findings, classified as unfinished. The other 90.2 percent was considered fin-
ished.
20MOTOR VEHICLE ACCESSORIES
Motor vehicle bodies and parts: Because direct information on replacement
parts and parts used for original equipment was not available, an indirect
method of apportionment was used. The wholesale or manufacturers' value of
replacement parts, accessories, and tires was estimated to be $854,500,000 in
1921(AutomotiveIndustries, Feb. 22, 1923,p.466). To get a per car basis
this estimate was divided by the number of passenger cars registered (average
of beginning and end of year registration); all automobile registration data
are from Automobile Facts and Figures, 1938. Multiplication of the replace-
ment per car figure by the average number of cars registered in 1919,. 1914,
1909, and 1904 gave estimates of the total replacement bill for these years in
1921 prices. To express the estimates in current prices, a price index was
needed. In its absence a crude substitute was calculated from the number and
value of passenger cars produced each year. This per unit passenger car price
was put in index form (1921:100) and used to extrapolate the estimates in
1921 prices.
The estimates in current prices obtained by the above procedure included
tires as well as other parts and accessories. To get parts and accessories exclud-
ing tires the values of tires used for replacement (see Minor Group 11) were
subtracted.
It was assumed that all parts produced in 1899 were for original equipment.
25INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
Miscellaneous machinery and machine-shop products: Of the total production
of foundry and machine shop products in 1927, 40.1, percent was machinery
and parts. This percentage, applied to the 1919 foundry and machine shop in-
dustry total excluding metal working machinery, gave a machinery and parts
estimate of $894,916 thousand. From this estimate the known values for speci-
fied classes of machinery were subtracted. To the remainder, $273,259 thou-
sand, was added the value of machinery made as secondary products in other
industries, the sums being assumed to be miscellaneous machinery and parts or
the finished portion of miscellaneous machinery and machine-shop products. A
similar procedure followed for 1914 (after the subtraction of metal workingESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 195
machinery, machine tools, textile machinery, and an estimated value for steel
barrels, drums, and tanks from the 1914 industry total) yielded a miscellaneous
machinery estimate of $160,428 thousand. For both years the values of unfin-
ished estimated by the above method include an indeterminate amount of con-
tract and repair work as well as miscellaneous machine shop products.
Foundry and machine-shop products: Prior to 1914 no commodity detail what-
soever was reported for this industry. Consequently, the commodity totals :for
the earlier years could be apportioned only crudely between finished and un-
finished on the basis of the 1914 division. By this method 53.6 percent was
classified as finished and 46.4 as unfinished.
36MISCELLANEOUS SUBSIDIARY DURABLE EQUIPMENT
Belting and hose, woven, other than rubber: In 1919 and 1914 the apportion-
ment between unfinished and finished was based upon the industry division
between belting manufacturers and hose manufacturers, as reported by
census. The estimates for hose were treated as finished. Estimates for 1904 and
1909 were based upon the 1914 allocation. It was assumed that prior to 1904
no woven hose was produced, since the Abstract of the Census of Manufactures:
1914,p.92, states that the increase in the industry from 1899 to 1904 was due
largely to the replacement of leather hose by woven hose.
Rope, cable and cordage: A crude apportionment was based upon the detailed
data reported in the 1919 Census. Manila drilling cable, transmission rope, and
other commercial and bolt ropes, 14.9 percent of the total, were classified as
finished; all other types of rope as unfinished.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Plate glass, polished: The percentage classified as unfinished in 1919, 30, was
based on the proportion of the total production of plate glass that was con-U
sumed in the automobile industry in 1921 (Facts and Figures of the Auto-.
mobile Industry, 1922,p.11). Estimates for 1914 and 1909 were made by us-
ing the percentage, 5, that the 1919 estimate constituted of the output of closed
cars in that year. The use of plate glass in the automobile industry was assumed
to be negligible prior to 1909.
Bolts, nuts, washers and rivets: For 1919 it was possible to get data on the
values of railroad spikes, bolts and nuts, and of bolts, nuts, rivets and washers,
other than railroad, made in rolling mills. The percentage that railroad spikes,
bolts and nuts, classified as construction materials, constituted of the total, 34.1,
was applied to the 1919 commodity total, and, because of lack of other data, to
the commodity totals of all the other years as well.
Cut nails and spikes, wire nails and spikes, forged nails and spikes and all other
including tacks: Lack of data compelled the use of a purely arbitrary procedure
for the apportionment between construction materials and unfinished. The
percentage derived for bolts, nuts, washers and rivets was applied to the nail
totals.
Wrought pipe: For 1919, 1914, 1909, and 1904 the wrought pipe and tubing196 PARTU
made in rolling mills was reported in sufficient detail for a crude apportion-
ment between construction materials and unfinished. Boiler tubes, seamless, hot
finished or cold drawn, and all other were classified as unfinished; casing, tub-
ing drain and line pipe, other black pipe, and other galvanized pipe were classi-
fied as construction materials. Since boiler tubes were reported separately for
1919 alope, the amount made in rolling mills was estimated for the three
earlier years by using the percentage that such tubes constituted in 1919 of all
wrought welded pipe, 6.
It was assumed that establishments in the wrought pipe industry proper and
in other industries manufactured pipe and tubing in the same proportion as
the rolling mill establishments. Thus, wrought pipe and tubing used as con-
struction materials were estimated through 1904; for preceding years the 1904
percentage allocation was used, 89.3 to construction materials and 10.7 to un-
finished.
Lime: Values of lime sold, by uses, were reported for 1919, 1914, and 1909
in the respective volumes of Mineral Resources of the United States, Part II.
Since they differ slightly from census data, they could not be used directly. In-
stead the amount sold as building lime in each year was expressed as a per-
centage of all lime, excluding that sold to dealers. Lime sold to dealers was as-
sumed to be distributed in the same proportions as lime sold directly to the
various types of ultimate user. Estimates of lime used for construction purposes
were based upon the percentages thus derived: 40.3 for 1919, 48.4 for 1914,
and 67.5 for 1909. Although a definite trend, is revealed by the above per-
centages, the percentage in 1906, the earliest year fof which comparable data
were available, was only 69.7. Thus an approximation of 70 percent to con-
strtiction materials was adopted for all years prior to 1909.
Lumber and timber producik: The census data for this industry are not strictly
comparable from year to year because of the varying treatment of logging
camps. In some census years all logging camps were covered; in others only
those connected with saw mills. Consequently it was impossible to apportion
the commodity totals between construction materials and unfinished by using a
fixed percentage. The values of lumber and timber intended for construction
materials had to be estimated directly.
Although many construction materials (other than planing mill products)
are composed of lumber and timber, the values for two alone, lath and shingles,
are here estimated. The other principal products used in construction—railroad
ties, mine timbers, and poles—are discussed in Note A to Table II ii.
The quantity and value data for lath and shingles for 1919, 1909, 1904,
1899, and 1889 in the respective census volumes were compiled by the Bureau
of the Census in cooperation with the Department of Agriculture Forest Serv-
ice. For 1879 quantity data alone are available and for 1914 no data whatso-
ever. For 1914 quantities of lath were estimated by straight line interpolation
between 1912 and 1915, the nearest years for which quantities were reported;
quantities of shingles were estimated from an interpolation index between 1912
and 1915 based upon the output of reporting mills of cypress, white pine, andESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 197
cedar, the principal woods from which shingles were manufactured. A 1914
price for lath was calculated by applying the Bureau of Labor Statistics whole-
sale price index for lath to the 1919 census price; a 1914 price for shingles was
calculated by using an average of the BLS prices for cypress and red cedar
shingles to interpolate between 1911 and 1919, two years for which Forest
Service prices were available. Values of lath and shingles were then obtained
by multiplying the quantity estimates by the appropriate price estimates.
Prices, needed for 1879 alone, were estimated by extrapolating the 1889
census prices of lath and shingles respectively by the prices of average quality,
1 inch softwoods, and of first quality, 1 inch softwoods (American Forests and
Forest Products, Department of Agriculture, Statistical Bulletin 21, 1927,
Table 76, p. 118). Values were then obtained by multiplying the 1879 quanti-
ties by the estimated prices.
NOTE CTOTABLE 112
Allocation Based upon Percentage Sales to
Industrial Consumers in 1929
The use of percentages derived from census reports for 1929k is difficult to de-
fend, especially for the period before World War I. The few times they were
used it was in the belief that almost any type of apportionment is preferable to
none at all if the commodity is obviously mixed. Unless otherwise specified,
the percentages below are from Commodity Flow and Capital Formation, Vol-
ume One, Table B-i, pp. 72, 73.
1FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS
Peanuts: 92.4 percent to finished, 7.6 to unfinished.
3DRUG, TOILET AND HOUSEHOLD PREPARATIONS
Blacking, stains, and dressings: 76.2 percent to finished, 23.8 to unfinished.
Cleansing and polishing preparations: 81.5 percent to finished, 18.5 to un-
finished.
4MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, STATIONERY AND SUPPLIES, AND
MISCELLANEOUS PAPER PRODUCTS
Envelopes: 51.0 percent to finished, 49.0 to unfinished. In the envelopes in-
dustry, 49.0 percent of sales were direct to industrial consumers. No other data
on industrial sales by wholesalers could be obtained from the wholesale census.
Mucilage, paste and other adhesives, n.e.s.: 51.7 percent to finished, 48.3 to
unfinished.
DistributionofSales of Mant4acturing Plants and W'holesale Distribution: Summary
forthe UnitedStates.Thederivation of the basic 1929 percentages is explained in Corn-
modityFlowand Capital Formation,Vol.One, Note B to Table 1-3, Pp. 71—3.198 PARTII
Finepaper, writing.' 69.4 percent to finished, 30.6 to unfinished.
All other paper goods, n.e.s.: 50.2percentto finished, 49.8 to unfinished.
These percentages were derived from the figures for the paper goods, n.e.c. in-
dustry in Distribution of Sales of Manufacturing Plants. 1929, and from the
sales of wholesale establishments selling other paper products 'reported in the
Census ofolesale Distribution: United States Summary: 1929, Table 2.
6DRYGOODS AND NOTIONS
Artificial flowers: 75.0 percent to finished, 25.0 to unfinished.
Buttons: 9.0 percent to finished, 91.0 to unfinished.
Lace goods and nets: 42.7 percent to finished, 57.3 to unfinished.
Fancy articles, n.e.s.: 85.2 percent to finished, 14.8 to unfinished, the per-
centages reported in Distribution of Sales of Manufacturing 1929 for
the fancy and miscellaneous articles industry. No ocher data on the sales dis-
tribution of wholesalers were available.
Feathers and plumes: 35.4 percent to finished, 64.6 to unfinished.
Leather goods, n.e.s.: 77.0 percent to finished, 23.0 to unfinished, the per-
centages calculated from the figures for the leather goods, n.e.c. industry re-
ported in Distribution of Sales of Manufacturing Plants: 1929, and from the
figures on the sales of wholesale establishments selling leather goods, n.e.c., in
the Census of Wholesale Distribution: United States Summary.' 1929, Table 2.
Embroideries: 52.1 percent to finished, 47.9 to unfinished. These percentages
were applied after an estimated value for contract work, based upon data from
the Census of Manufactures: 1929, had been subtracted. In 1929 the value of
contract work was 59.4 percent of total embroidery production.
'Statuary and art goods: 34.1 percent to finished, 65.9, the percentage of sales
reported as sales to industrial consumers—assumed to be contractors—to con-
struction materials.
7CLOTHING AND PERSONAL
Umbrellas and canes: 86.6 percent to finished, 13.4 to unfinished, the per-
centages reported in Distribution of Sales of Manufacturing Plants for the
umbrella, parasol, and cane industry. No other data on the sales distribution of
wholesalers were available.
9HOUSE FURNISHINGS (SEMIDURABLE)
Window shades and fixtures: 93.0 percent to finished, 7.0 to unfinished.
i4bMISCELLANEOUS HOUSE (DURABLE)
Cotton tapestries: 60.1 percent to finished, 39.9 to unfinished.
Looking glass and picture frames: 94.1 percent to finished, 5.9 to unfinished.
Mirrors, framed and unframed: 61.3 percent to finished, 38.7 to unfinished.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 199
15CHINA AND HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS
Glass cutting, staining and ornamenting: 50.2 percent to finished, 20.2 to
construction materials, and 29.6 to unfinished, the percentages reported for
the glass products industry in Distribution of Sales of Manufacturing Plants:
1929.Thepercentage allocated to construction materials is, that reported sold
to contractors, institutions, churches, etc. No other data on the distribution of
sales by wholesalers were available.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
See the allocation of statuary and art goods under Minor Group 6 and that of
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* Includesnewspaper and periodical printing valued at $89,199.
j Includes petroleum valued at $43,705 reported in a special survey of the petroleum
industry.
Includes iron and steel rolling mill products valued at $47,733 reported among detailed
data for the industry but not included in the census totals for 1889.
§The1889, 1879, and 1869 values for custom establishments are entirely estimated.
The values for the hand trades are only partly estimated in those years. Clothing, men's,
custom work and repairing was estimated to be $126,219 in 1889; furniture, cabinet mak-
ing, repairing and upholstering was estimated to be $23,884 in 1889 and $7,159 in 1879.
The small discrepancies in 1869, 1879, and 1899 between the adjusted total—the sum
of the data for separate industries—and the adjusted census grand totals are probably due
to minute changes made in some of the individual figures by census authorities and not
carried over to the grand totals.
ITAbstractof the Census of Manufactures: 1919,p.14, and Twelfth Census, Vol. VII,
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GENERAL NOTE
The comparison is for census years and by states between the totals reported
for all manufacturing industries in each state by the United States Census of
Manufactures and the totals reported by the respective state agencies. A blank
that no data were reported by the state for the census year in question.
No attempt is made to render the totals exactly comparable in either exten-
siveness or intensiveness of coverage. Coverage by the Census of Manufactures
is assumed to be complete, because reports for all manufacturing industries
are included; therefore, in the Note to Table II 4, the extensiveness or range
of industries covered by each state sample is compared with the universe or
total reported by the Census of Manufacturers: Intensiveness refers to the rela-
tive coverage by the state of particular industries. Here again, the totals from
the United States Census are assUmed to be the universe, and the totals re-
ported by the state bureaus are compared with them.
Certain major adjustments for differences in the content of state and federal
totals have been made, however. For example, since the Census includes rail-
road repair shops and the illuminating gas industry, while the state bureaus
usually exclude them, the totals for these industries were subtracted from the
United States Census total for each census year. Custom and repair shops and
hand trades, included in the United States Census in 1889, have been also sub-
tracted whenever possible. The adjustment was crude; only industries classified
completely as custom or repair shops or hand trades were subtracted; those in
which custom or repair or hand work was combined with manufacturing could
not be apportioned, for there was no satisfactory basis for dividing the re-
ported census data. Since we have little direct information on the policies fol-
lowed by the state agencies in 1889, it can be said merely that the coverage
percentages may be slightly understated.
*In1919 and 1909 the extensiveness of coverage by the state agency and the United
States Census was approximately the same. Pennsylvania's intensiveness of coverage rose
sharply from 1909 to 1919, however. In 1904 and 1899 coverage was considerably poorer
than in the later years. Also, the state sample, emphasizing reports for identical establish-
ments, does not adequately depict the steady growth in total manufactures.
1 For Ohio the extensiveness of coverage by the two agencies was roughly similar; in-
tensiveness of coverage by the state increased considerably from 1899 to 1904. In 1889
the state reported data for scattered establishments; no comparison was possible.
As Massachusetts accepted the United States Census industry totals for 1919, 1914, and
1909, rio correction was made in either total, since it could not affect the comparison in
any way. In 1904, 1899, and 1889 the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics covered fewer
establishments but still covered all industries. Since totals for identical establishments for
each two consecutive years were reported, the intensiveness of coverage changed once
every two years.
§ The New Jersey reports failed to cover any food industries other than breweries, can-
ning, confectionery, and 'food products.' Although the last-mentioned industry included
several reported separately by the United States Census, its scope was not broad enough
to cover all food products; this deficiency accounts for the major portion of the differ-
ence between the state and federal totals. Moreover, intensive coverage by the state agency
is slightly narrower.
U Missouri accepted the United States Census totals for 1914 and 1909. Differences for204 PARTU
1914 are due to minor revisions of the data by the state agency. Before 1909 its reports
were incomplete in all respects. The probability that it included small establishments not
covered by the United States Census in 1919 accounts for the slight excess it reported.
¶ForConnecticut the United States Census reported more establishments in most indus-
tries and also covered more
** Only10 industries were reported for Rhode Island by the state agency: cotton goods;
hosiery and knit goods; silk goods; woolen and worsted goods; jewelry and silversmith-
ing; rubber and elastic goods; dyeing and finishing, textiles; jewelers' findings; refining,
gold and silver; electroplating, enameling, engraving and die-sinking. In 1909, however,
the last 2 were not included, and intensiveness of coverage in the remaining 8 was con-
siderably reduced.
ftForVirginia coverage of industries was similar 1904—19. The United States Census re-
ported more establishments in all years. In 1899 the state agency reported fewer in-
dustries.
-11The comments in the General Note concerning custom and repair shops and the hand
trades do not entirely apply here. Adjustments were made in 1889, separately for each in-
dustry affected, to remove all such work on the basis of the 1899 overlap. Such a procedure
could not be followed for the individual states because detailed revised 1899 figures were
lacking. If the figures collected by the state agencies are assumed to include some custom
and repair work, the percentage given here for 1889 is a little too high. But the effect of
this lack of comparability, if it exists, is so slight as not to modify the interpretation of the
1889 percentage in the text.
NOTE TO TABLE II 4
Description of the Scare Reports
The following descriptions include the title of the report in which the data are
published,a the years for which the reports are available, andasummary of per-
tinent information concerning the reliability, continuity, and usability of the
data.
PENNSYLVANIA
Calendar year figures were published in the Annual Report of the Bureau of
Statistics and Information, Department of Labor and Industry, 1892—1912. No
report was published for 1913, 1914, or 1915. In 1919 the first annual Report
on Productive Industries, published by the Bureau of Statistics and Informa-
tion, Departmeflt of Internal Affairs, contained data for 1916—19.
For 1892—94, 381 identical establishments in 51 industries were reported;
1896—1905, 710 identical establishments in 84 industries. For neither period
was the coverage good, extensively or intensively. From 1906 to 1912 coverage
improved decidedly, additional establishments and industries being canvassed
each year. But even by 1912 not much more than half the manufactured prod-
ucts of the state were covered, and several important industries, including the
entire food group, were still completely omitted. For 1916—19, however, cover-
age was almost complete and the 1919 state and federal nearly identical.
There are several major breaks in comparability. The first, in 1896, together
with the inadequacies of many of the figures reported for the '90's, made the
use of data before 1899 inadvisable except for a few minor groups mentioned
specifically in Table 5. That in 1906 was marked enough to suggest the un.
aThetitles of the state reports vary somewhat from year to year. To simplify the presenta-
tion we usually give the title of the 1909 report (for Connecticut, 1908).ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 205
desirability of using the 1905 data. Consequently 1899—1904 was treated as a
unit, and new series were started in 1906. The final break, evidenced by non-
publication of 'reports for three years, was naturally disastrous for the conti-
nuity of the sample. Moreover, the lack of comparability between the figures
collected for 1912 and 1916 made it impossible to construct satisfactory esti-
mates for the missing years.
OHIO
Calendar year figures were published in the Annual Report of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics to the General Assembly of the State of Ohio, 1893—1912. The
data for selected industries reported between 1885 and 1892 were too scat-
tered to inspire any confidence.
One serious break, which caused the value of products reported to increase
approximately 60 percent from 1900 to 1901, was discovered. The 1901 re-
port, attributing this "to the amended law enacted by the Legislature at its last
session", stated that in 1901 (and consequently later years) the Bureau sought
statistics from large and small concerns alike whereas previously it had col-
lected data from large concerns alone." Owing to this break, it was necessary to
study carefully the figures reported for 1900, 1901, and 1902, industry by in-
dustry.° Significant variations were discovered in examining wages paid and
number of wage earners as well as number of establishments and value of prod-
uct. For a few industries the data for all three years seemed comparable, but for
most the 1900 figure had to be omitted, leaving two periods, 1893—99 and
1901—12. The data for the first period had to be examined further to remove
industries reflecting obvious errors or inconsistencies.
Even after 1901 the coverage of the state agency was considerably less than
that of the federal census, owing to the almost complete omission of most paper
and printing industries and to the failure to include very small establishments.
MASSACHUSETTS
Calendar year figures were published, 1886—1919, in the Annual Report on
the Statistics of Manufactures by the Director of the Bureau of Statistics. The
annual reports were supplemented by complete state censuses of manufactures
for 1885, 1895, and 1905.
For 1886—1906 figures were presented for identical establishments by pairs
of years, giving two sets of figures for each year, the one comparable with the
preceding year, the other with the following. The construction of a single series
from the original data is described in Note A to Table 5. Thç intensity of
coverage gradually increased so that by 1906 "the returns made each year bad
come to approximate 90 percent of completeness of the canvass made in census
bAnnualReport of Ohio Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1901,pp.7, 8.
cInseveral industries the full effect of the change in collection methods was not apparent
until 1902. Consequently both 1901 and 1902 had to be omitted.206 PART II
years (and for the leading industries were quite as complete in the non-census as
in the census years) "•d Because of this approach to completeness, all returns
received were published beginning with 1907 instead of returns for identical
establishment alone. However, there was a partial break between 1907 and
1908 owing to the adoption of the federal system of classification in the latter
year. Until 1907 Massachusetts used its own system of industry classification,
which was somewhat less detailed than that of the United States Census. For
most industries the classifications could be matched well enough to set up con-
tinuous series. The few minor groups for which two distinct series, one for
1889—1 907 and the other for 1909—19, had to be used are mentioned in the foot-
notes of Note A to Table 5. For 1909—19 the state agency achieved practi-
cally complete coverage and, in consequence, accepted the United States cen-
sus data for 1909, 1914, and 1919 as fully comparable with and in place of the
state canvas.
NEW JERSEY
Calendar year figures were published, 1897—1916, in the Annual Report of the
Bureau of Statistics of Labor and Industry. The scattered figures given in sev-
eral reports between 1880 and 1896 were not reliable enough to justify their
use for interpolation.
No important break was found in the figures, coverage remaining at about
75 percent of the federal census throughout the period. Comparison of state
and federal data for census years revealed that the other 25 percent was prob-
ably composed of food industries, many of which were not included in the
state totals at all, and numerous "petty" establishments not canvassed by the
state. That the omission of "petty" establishments and of such industries as
bread and bakery products was deliberate is suggested by the contention in the
1906 report that the presentation is a complete annual census of thereal" fac-
tories of the state, but does not include a vast number pf "petty" concerns.6
MISSOURI
Calendar year figures were published, 1896-4910, and 1914—19, in the Annual
Report o/the 'Bureau of Labor Some reports between 1890 and 1895
contained scattered noncontinuous figures for fiscal years ending June 30. For
1911, 1912, and 1913 no state-wide data were published. The figures given for
a few of the larger cities were not, thought safficiently dependable for use as
an index of state output.
Two breaks occurred in the Missouri data. The first, evidenced by a sud-
den improvement in both extensive and intensive coverage between 1900 and
1901, necessitated the use of separate series for 1902—09 except for a few in-
dAnnualReport on the Statistics of Manufactures, 1909, p. xxx.
eAnnualReport of the Bureau of Statistics of Labor and Industries of New Jersey, 1907,
pp. ix, x.
Sometimes entitled the Missouri Red Book. The state agency was called the Missouri
Bureau of Labor Statistics and Inspection in the earlier years.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 207
dustries specified in the footnotes of Note A to Table 5. Coverage increased
gradually, reaching lOp percent by 1909, when the federal figures were ac-
cepted by the state. The second and more important break, in 1911, compelled
the abandonment of all the Missouri figures for the inter-censal period 1909—14
except those for the boot and shoe industry, for which special data were avail-
able. For 1914—19 the state coverage was apparently slightly higher than the
federal, probably because some very small establishments were included.
CONNECTICUT
Fiscal year figures for years ending November 30 (1889—91, 1900—04, and
1906) were published in the Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Data for 1900—04 alone were usable for interpolation. Although state coverage
was far from complete, it remained fairly constant throughout the period.
RHODE ISLAND
Calendar year figures 1893—1900 and 1904—10 for selected industries were pub-
lished in the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Industrial Statistics to the
General Assembly. Ten industries were reported in the earlier period, and such
of these as fit into our minor group classifications were used 1893—99. In
later period only 8 industries were reported continuously. Moreover, a break
occurred in 1906 when the state agency undertook to present figures for identi-
cal establishments alone. Although there was an overlap in 1906 that made it
possible to splice the various series, the movement 1904-06 is for nonidentical
establishments, while that for 1906—09 is for identical. Since the Rhode Island
figures were applicable to only 3 minor groups, their influence on the interpola-
tion samples is slight.
VIRGINIA
Calendar year figures 1897 and 1899—1919 were published in the Annual Re-
port of the Bureau of Labor and Industrial Stati5tics. Before 1904 the data
were for principal industries reported in alternate years and could not be used
for interpolation.
No important breaks were noted in the data, and most of the industries could
consequently be used for the entire period 1904—19. Coverage was extended,
however, between 1909 and 1919 by the addition of several industries. More-

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 235
NOTE B TO TABLE II 6
Miscellaneous Interpolating Series
MINOR GROUP 1
Data for natural mineral waters are from Mineral Resources of the United
States (seriatim).
Data for rice, peanuts, cheese, butter, and condensed and evaporated milk
were taken directly or derived from Gross Farm Income, Indexes of Farm
Prices in the United States, 1869—1937, by Frederick Strauss and Louis Bean
(Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 1939). The figures for rice
and peanuts were taken directly; those for cheese and butter were reduced to
cover factory production alone on the basis of unpublished percentage estimates
by E. E. Vial, Bureau of Agricultural Economics; production of condensed and
evaporated milk was taken directly but the prices used for translation into values
were first adjusted to conform with prices for census years reported in the Cen-
susof Manufactures.
Calendar year imports of coffee are from the Monthly Summary of Foreign
Commerce of the United States (seriatim).
Annual data on tonnage originating on road', reported for the year ending
June 30, 1916 and all earlier years on a fiscal year basis, and for calendar years,
1916—19, Statistics of Railways, Interstate Commerce Commission, were used to
derive series for sugar, dressed meats, other packing-house products, and flour.
The figures for each commodity were adjusted to a calendar year basis.by means
of the 1916 calendar-fiscal ratios.
Several adjustments for comparability had also to be made. The figures for
1917—19 were raised to include Class II railroads on the basis of 1916 ratio;
those for 1913 and 1914 were raised to include Class III roads on the basis of
the 1912 ratios of Class II and III to Class II alone. The data reported for 1910
and earlier years for all railroads were presumably comparable with the 1911
figures for Class I, II, and III roads. Consequently two ICC tonnage series were
derived for each commodity: 1914—19, for Class I and II roads; 1899—1914,
for all roads. Conversion into dollar values was based on various price series.
For sugar the average annual price per pound of granulated sugar Whole-
sale Prices, 1890—i 922 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 320) was used; for
dressed meats a weighted average of three BLS price series: native sides, New
York beef, weight 4, mutton: dressed, weight 1, and pork: cured short clear
sides, weight 5•aForother packing-house products the BLS price for lard:
prime contract, was used; for flour two BLS series were combined: wheat,
spring patents, New York, average price per barrel, weight 9, and meal: corn,
fine yellow, New York, average price per 100 pounds, weightThe wheat
series was extrapolated from 1913 to 1919 by an index of the price of wheat,
standard patents, Minneapolis; and the corn meal from 1917 to 1919 by an in-
dex of the price of meal: corn, Philadelphia.
Rough weights were determined from quantities reported for census years in the Census
o/Monafaaures.236 PART II
The pack of canned tomatoes, cases of 24 No. 3 cans (Yearbook of Agricul-
lure,1923, pp.780—i), was multiplied by the BLS price per dozen No. 3 cans,
Standard New Jersey. Lack of satisfactory price data prevented the extension of
the series back o.f 1909.
The pack of canned corn and peas, cases of 24 No. 2 cans, was taken from
Canned Food Pack Statistics, 1937,Part1, Vegetables (pp. 9, 11), compiled
by the National Canners Association, Division of Statistics. BLS prices for
corn, per dozen No. 2 cans, and peas, per dozen No. 2 cans, Republic, sifted,
were used for conversion into values.
Addition of the preceding foods series provided a complementary total series
for the food group 1899-1919. For 1889—99, however, the series that ex-
tended through this decade were combined with sugar meltings (Willett and
Gray, Weekly Statistical Trade Journal), multiplied by the BLS price per
pound for granulated sugar, and with the gross income from the slaughter of
animals adjusted for changes in inventories (Strauss, op. cit.). This aggregate
was used for interpolation in preference to data from one state, Massachusetts.
MINOR GROUP 2
Calendar year production of smoking tobacco, fine-cut tobacco, snuff, plug and
twist tobacco, cigars not weighing more than 3 pounds per thousand, cigars
weighing more than 3 pounds per thousand, and cigarettes (Annual Report of
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, seriatim) were multiplied by prices,
then added to get the total used for interpolation.
The following prices were given in the Report of the Commissioner of Cor-
porations on the Tobacco Industry, 1915,PartIII, Prices, Costs and Profits:
Smoking tobacco 1893—1910, 1912, 1913 Snuff 1900—10, 1912, 1913
Fine-cut tobacco same Little cigars1895—1910, 1912, 1913
Plug& twist tobacco same Big cigars 1901—10
Cigarettes same
Prices for 1910 and earlier years were for the tobacco trust; prices for 1912
and 1913 were for companies that succeeded the trust upon its dissolution by
the courts. All prices include taxes, •and the later are comparable with the
earlier.
Prices for 1911 were derived by straight line interpolation of the figures for
1910 and 1912. The several series were then extrapolated from 1914 to 1918
on the basis of prices calculated from data in Lloyd L. Shaulis, Prices of To-
bacco and Tobacco Products (War Industries Board, Bulletin 19).TheBulle-
tin prices for six types of cigarette were weighted and combined on the basis
of the relative quantities of leaf used in their manufacture in 1917. The weights
taken from Bulletin 19,p.8, were: Burley and Turkish, 16; Virginia, 6.5; Vir-
ginia and Turkish, 4.2; Turkish and Virginia, 2.5; Turkish, 2.2; and Burley,
0.4. Similarly, to derive a single price series for smoking tobacco a weighted
average of the prices for scrap, long cut, and cut plug was constructed. The
weights, 3, 2, and 4, respectively, were taken from Bulletin 19,p.13..
The War Industries Board prices for little cigars and snuff were used for
extrapolation without adjustment; those for long-cut tobacco were used toESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 237
extrapolate the fine-cut series. Since no prices later than 1910 were available for
big cigars, the prices of little cigars were used as an index for 1910—18.
Prices for 1919 were estimated from data in Prices of Tobacco Products (Fed-
eral Trade Commission, Jan. 1922, p. 32). Prices of cigarettes, smoking and
plug tobacco in 1918 and 1919 were used to extrapolate the previously derived
1918 figures. Lack of detailed data for big and little cigars, snuff and fine-cut
tobacco compelled the use of the average movement 1918—19 of the prices of
smoking and plug tobaccos to extrapolate these series.
Since until 1897 production of little cigars was included with cigarettes, the
prices of cigarettes had to be made comparable. For 1895 and 1896 prices of the
two items were averaged with weights based on quantities produced in 1897.
For earlier years cigarette prices were adjusted on the basis of the ratio of the
average price derived for 1895 to the cigarette price in that year.
Prices for the years preceding 1893 were estimated from the BLS series and
data in the Aldrich Report, W/holesale Prices, W'ages and Transportation (Sen..
ate Document 1394, 52d Cong., 2d Sess.), Part 2, Table XI, pp. 116, 117. The
BLS prices extended to 1890 and included plug tobacco and smoking tobacco;
prices for earlier years in the Aldrich Report were for plug tobacco alone. Con-
sequently, all extrapolations for the years preceding those covered in the Report
of the Commissioner of Corporations were necessarily rough and based on much
the same series.
MINOR GROUP 5a
For the estimates of coke for census years see Note B to Table II 1. Intercensal
estimates were made by methods similar to those described there. For 1918 the
same method was used as for 1919; for 1915 and all earlier years 5 percent of
total coke production was estimated to be destined for domestic consumption.
Estimates for 1916 and 1917 were based on straight-line interpolation of the
1915 and 1918 ratios of domestic to total coke.
The annual value at well of crude petroleum was taken from Mineral Re-
sources of the United States, 1921,PartII, p. 261. Ratios of census year totals
for illuminating oils, lubricating oils and gasoline to the values for crude pe-
troleum were calculated, and intercensal estimates based on straight line in-
terpolation.
Intercensal estimates for the other commodities in Minor Group 5a were
based on the movement of the previously derived series for coke and petroleum
products.
Complementary series were derived also for the major petroleum products.
Gasoline consumption was estimated by multiplying the average annual pas-
senger car registration (Automobile Facts and Figures, 1939,p.16) by a con-
version factor of 300 gallons per car (J. E. Pogue, Economics of Petroleum,
York, 1921, p. 123). BLS prices were used for conversion into values
1913—19; for earlier years the BLS series was extrapolated by the value per bar-
rel of crude petroleum (Mineral Resources of the United States, 1923, Part II,
p. 379). A similar procedure was followed for lubricating oils. Here auto-
mobile registration was multiplied by a conversion factor of 25 gallons (Pogue,238 PART II
op. cit., p. 180) ; prices were taken from the same sources, a BLS series being
extrapolated by prices of crude petroleum for years before 1913. Kerosene 'out-
put 1916—19 was taken from Mineral Resources of the United States (seria-
tim) ; for 1914, from the Census of Manufactures, and for 1915 it was esti-
mated from the 1916 ratio to the total output of crude petroleum. Prices of
tank-wagon kerosene (Pogue, op. cit.,p. 136) were used for conversion into
values.
MINOR GROUPS 9,12,AND i4b
The complementary series for semidurable and' durable house furnishings and
furniture is little more than a crude index of values. It consists of ICC tonnage
data for household goods and furniture (for a description of the general ad-
justments made to ICC data see Minor Group 1 above) multiplied by BLS rela-
tives for a composite price series of all housefurnishing goods (Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, Bulletin 320).
MINORGROUP 10
Because of the extraordinary output during the war firearms were estimated in-
dependently of other sporting goods 1914—19. Lack of state samples or other
adequate data compelled the use of eiports (Monthly Summary of Foreign
Commerce, seriatim) for the interpolation. It is doubtful that exports are a
good index of output but they are believed better than other sporting goods or
straight line interpolation.
MINOR GROUP 11
For 1899—1904 tires and tubes were estimated from the movement of the com-
bined annual series for Minor Groups 20a and 21. For years before 1899, for
lack of more adequate data, the movement of the bicycle series alone was used.
For 1914—19 tire renewals (see Note B to Table 112, Minor Group 11) were
multiplied by the BLS price series for automobile tires at factory, reported in
Rubber Industry of the United States, 1839—1939(Bureauof Foreign and Do-
mestic Commerce, Trade Promotion Series 197, Table 10).
MINOR GROUP 15
The interpolating series used for this group was a combination of china and
household utensils, excluding pottery, reported in the state samples (see Note
A to Table II 6, Minor Group 15, for states included) and the following prod-
ucts reported under clay-working industries in Mineral Resources of the United
States: red earthenware; stoneware and yellow and Rockingham ware; white
ware, including C. C. ware; china, bone china, deift and befleek ware; and
miscellaneous pottery, the greater part of which consists of red and brown
white-lined cooking ware.
MINOR GRouP 16
Sales of the Baldwin and American Piano companies, 1909—19, were taken
from annual reports in Moody's Industrials. Because of their narrow scope, the
data serve merely as rough corroboratory totals.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 239
MINOR GROUP 20a, 20b
Factorysales of passenger cars (Automobile Facts and Figures, 1939,p.4)
were used to interpolate the census year figures for both passenger cars and
parts and accessories. Since no figure was given for 1900 (the 1900 figure
there being the census value for 1899) straight line interpolation was applied
to our estimates for 1899 and 1901.
A complementary series for parts was developed by using automobile regis-
tration figures, based on averages of end of year figures (ibid., p. 16).
MINOR GROUP 21
The sum of bicycle and motorcycle export was used to interpolate from 1899
to 1914. For bicycles exports were used to interpolate between 1914 and 1919;
for motorcycles, the output of the Indian Motorcycle Company (annual re-
ports in Moody's Jndu.rt vials) multiplied by per unit export prices was used.
MINOR GROUP 24
Intercensal estimates 1899—1919 were based on the values of monumental
stone (Mineral Resources of the United States, seriatim). For 1889—99 the
values for total granite were used.
MINOR GROUP 25
Exportsof machinery, n.e,s. were used as a complementary series. Calendar
year data for the machinery category, excluding adding and calculating ma-
chines, cash registers and parts, sewing machines, and typewriters, are from
Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United States (seriatim).
MINOR GROUP 26
Combining gross revenues of the General Electric and the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing companies 1909—19 (annual reports in Moody's In-
dustrials) gave a rough complementary series.
MINOR GROUP 27
For 1914—19 ICC tonnage for agricultural implements (for adjustments to
ICC figures see Minor Group 1 above) was converted to values by the price
index of farm machinery (Monthly Labor Review, Aug. 1935, p. 528). Lack
of satisfactory price data prevenied the use of the ICC data before 1914.
MiNoR GROUP 30
Intercensal estimates for railroad cars, 1889—1909, were based on state data
(for states included see Note A to Table II 6, Minor Group 30). For later
years better series were available. For 1911—14 the number of cars produced
(Railway Age, Jan. 3, 1931, p. 84) wasmultiplied by the average domestic
price (Final Report of the Chairman of the United States War Industries Board
to the President of the United States, Senate Committee Print No. 3, 74th240
Cong., 1st Sess., p. 978). This series was extrapolated from 1911 to 1909 by
the combined totals for Ohio and Pennsylvania.
For 1914—19 production of passenger and freight cars (Railway Age, bc.
cit.) was converted into values by the use of average selling prices per car,
based on those of six large companies, ascertained by correspondence with
Julius Parmelee, Statistician of the Bureau of Railway Economics. Passenger
car prices were available for the entire period; but all-steel and wood and steel
freight car prices were given only through 1918, and all wood ones only
through 1917. Freight car prices for the missing years were estimated from the
movement of per pound prices from the same source.
Jntercensal estimates for locomotives were based on the number of locomo-
tives built as given in A. F. Burns, Production Trends in the United States
Since 1870, p. 300 (compiled.from various issues of Railway Age and Railroad
Gazette). For 1889—1914 per unit export prices calculated from data in
Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United States (seriatim) were
used for conversion into values; for 1914—19 average selling prices (Bureau of
Railway Economics) were used.
As indicated in the preceding description, census year values for cars and
locomotives were interpolated separately; the estimates were then combined to
get a group total.
MINOR GROUP 32a
Intercensal estimates were based on the annual sales of motor trucks 1904—19
(Automobile Facts and Figures, 1939, p. 4). Since no significant number of
trucks was produced before 1904, all motor vehicle production was dassified
as passenger cars in the early years.
MINOR GROUP 33
From Air Commerce Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 5 (Washington, D.C., Sept. 2, 1929,
p. 6), the annual consumption of aeroplanes by the Army and Navy 1912—19
was taken; rio data were reported for civil consumption. To these totals were
added calendar year exports (Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce, seria-
tim). Since no good price series was available and per unit export prices were
not comparable from one year to the next, per unit motor truck prices (Auto-
mobile Facts and Figures, 1939, P. 4) were used for conversion into values.
For years before 1912 it was assumed that the output of aeroplanes was insig-
nificant; a small but indeterminate output for the census year 1909 was in-
cluded with the motorcycle and bicycle industry.
MINOR GROUP 36
The interpolating series was based on a combination of state totals (see Note A
to Table II 6) and several commodities reported in Mineral Resources of the
United States (seriatim). These commodities included chemical stoneware
from the clay-working industries group, and millstones, grindstones, and oil-
stones from the natural abrasives group.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 241
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
From Mineral Resources of the United States (seriatim), data were taken for
roofing slate; building lime; manufactured asphalt; building stone; paving
stone; stone curbing; stone flagging; rubble; riprap; crushed railroad ballast,
concrete and road metal; building sand; paving sand; sand railroad ballast;
gravel; sand-lime brick; common brick; vitrified brick; face brick; fancy or
ornamental brick; enameled brick; architectural terra cotta; hollow building
tile and fire-proofing; tile, not drain; draintile; sewer pipe; and sanitary ware.
Series for products of the clay-working industries (brick through sanitary
ware) were usable only from 1899 to 1919. Building lime was estimated for
1889—93 from the movement of total lime. Building stone was estimated for
1889—91 from the movement of all quarried stone.
Softwood production, 1899, 1904—19, was reported in Frank J. Hallauer,
Our National Timber Requirements, Senate Document 12, Separate 4 (pre-
pared by the Forest Service in response to Senate Resolution 175, 73 d Cong.,
1st Sess.), Table 1. The derivation of softwood production for 1889—99 and
1899—1904 is described in Note A to Table II ii. Prices used were those per
M bd. ft. in eastern United States, average quality, 1 inch softwoods, American
Forests and Forest Products, Statistical Bulletin 21, Department of Agriculture,
1927, Table 76.
Production of lath and shingles, 1904—19 (except 1913 and 1914), was
taken from Statistical Bulletin 21 and from the Agricultural Yearbook, 1923,
pp. 1072—6. Quantities of lath for 1913 and 1914 were estimated by straight
line interpolation between 1912 and 1915; shingles were estimated from the
movement of the production by reporting mills of cypress, white pine, and
cedar. Prices for 1904, 1906—11, and 1919 were also taken from the above
sources. Prices of lath 1913—18 were estimated from the movement of the BLS
wholesale price index for lath; and for 1912 and 1905 were based on the move-
ment of the prices of average quality 1 inch soft woods in eastern markets.
Shingle prices for 1905 and 1912—18 were estimated from the movement of
the average of the BLS prices for cypress and red cedar shingles.
Lath production was estimated for years before 1904 by means of an in-
terpolating series consisting of the production of lath in the Northwest (Amen.
can Lumberman, Jan. 21, 1905), reported for 1892—99, and production of lath
in the Adirondack forest, 1894—1904 (James E. Defebaugh, History of the
Lumber Industry of America, Chicago, 1907, Vol. 2, p. 405). These series
provided estimates back to 1892; estimates for 1890 and 1891 were based on
straight line interpolation between the 1889 census figure and the .1892 esti-
mate. Prices for the years before 1904 were derived by adjusting to census
levels the prices for average quality 1 inch softwoods in eastern markets.
The production of shingles was estimated for 1889—99 and 1899—1904 by
using the cut of shingles in the Northwest, 1889—1904 (American Lumberman,
Jan. 21, 1905, p. 28) ; receipts of shingles at San Francisco, 1889—98 (Annual
Report of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, seriatim), and production
of shingles in the Adirondack forest, 1894—1904 (Defebaugh, op. cit., p. 405),
as interpolating series. Shingle prices were based on BLS prices for cypress and242 PARTII
whitepine shingles, 1890—1904, weighted 1 and 9 respectively according to
approximate importance, and adjusted to census price levels.
Production of iron and steel rails, 1889—1919, is from the Annual Statistical
Report of the American Iron and Steel Institute for 1924(p.43). BLS prices
for steel rails: Bessemer, used to derive values for 1890—1919, were extrapo-
lated to 1889 by the movement of the price for steel rails: Bessemer (Whole-
sale Prices, WagesandTransportation, Part 2, p. 215).
Production of iron and steel structural shapes, 1892—1919, is from the
Institute Report (p. 44). For conversion into values, BLS structural steel
prices were used for 1913—19; for years before 1913, prices, were estimated
from the movement of the BLS price for billets: Bessemer. The estimates for
structural shapes, 1889—91, were based upon the movement of the value of iron
and steel rails.
Production of concrete bars, 1909—19, is from the Institute Report (p. 52).
BLS prices for 1913—19 were extrapolated back to 1909 by the movement of
the price for bar iron, Philadelphia.
Production of cut and wire nails, 1889—1919, is from the Institute Report
(p. 59); BLS prices for wire nails were used to calculate values.
Production of butt and lap weld pipe, 1914—19, is from Metal Statistics,
1938 (p. 109) ;pricesfor the same period were derived by interpolating census
per unit values for pipes and tubes made in rolling mills by the movement of
BLS prices for cast-iron pipe.
The sum of the estimated values for all the above mineral, lumber, and metal
products was used as the interpolating series for construction materials.
TABLE II 7
Percentage Changes in Census Year Ratios of Interpolating and




1889 1899 1904 1909 1914FORTEE4
TO TO TO TO TO PERIODS.
COMMODITYGROUP 1899 1904 1909 1914 19191899—1919
AINTERPOLATING SERIES
1Food &kindredproducts 22.5 13.2 6.8 16.9 0.5 9.4
2Cigars, cigarettes & tobacco 0.5 2.8 8.8 0.8 14.9 6.8
3Drug, toilet & household
preparations 42.2 6.6 8.9 17.0 11.0 10.9
4Magazines, newspapers, sta-
tionery & supplies & misc.
paper products 18.8 1.3 12.4 7.7 12.9 8.6
5a Fuel & lighting products:
mfd.k 38.2 20.0 11.3 22.5 11.5 16.3
6Dry goods & notions 14.0 5.5 9.7 13.4 13.1 10.4
7Clothing & personal furnish-
ings 5.8 0.5 6.7 2.3 3.9 3.4
8Shoes & other footwear 18.6 3.8 16.2 1.0 1.5 5.6
*Althoughcoke and petroleum products were estimated separately for all years, the two
samples were combined to derive the ratios from which the percentage changes were cal-
culated.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 243
TABLE II 7 cant.
PERCENTAGE
CHANGE IN RATIOS PROM
AVG. CHANGE
1889 1899 1904 1909 1914F0RTHE4
TO TO TO TO TO PERIODS,
COMMODITYGROUP 1899 1904 1909 1914 19191899—1919
9House furnishings (semi-
durable) 26.4 2.2 5.7 0.9 14.7 5.9
10Toys, games & sporting
goods 37.1 15.5 15.6 5.8 12.5f12.4
11Tires & 52.7 37.1 94.1 19.8 50.9
12Household furniture 8.8 2.4 23.2 3.2 29.8 14.6
I 3a Heating & cooking apparatus,
household appliances except
electrical 25.0 31.2 33.3 6.9 12.8 21.0
13b Electrical household appli-
ances & supplies 20.7 9.6 10.6 22.6 15.9
14a Floor coverings 11.1 6.4 0.6 8.1, 7.0 5.5
14b Misc, house furnishings
(durable) 9.9 3.1 21.5 9.9 16.3 12.7
15China & household 12.6 12.2 11.8 6.0 29.1 14.8
16Musical instruments 70.1 47.1 37.9 19.2 63.3 41.9
17Jewelry, silverware, clocks &
watches 13.9 11.1 6.3 3.8 7.1 7.1
18Printing and publishing:
books 19.3 36.2 7.4 36.8 0.8 20.3
19Luggage 19.4 7.5 25.3 23.1 10.8 16.7
20a Passenger vehicles, motorized 1.2 1.3 0.1 0.9
20b Motor-vehicle accessories 26.3 2.3 19.0 15.9
20c Passenger vehicles & acces-
sories, horse-drawn 22.0 23.4 20.2 34.2 30.6 27.1
21Motorcycles & bicyclesil 48.6 31.9 37.9 16.5 33.7
22Pleasure-craft 23.1 8.0 40.7 30.6 26.4
23Ophthalmic products & arti-
ficial limbsft ' 79.1 22.6 15.8 40.7 29.1 27.0
24Monuments & tombstones 61.6 19.0 46.8 8.9 14.9 22.4
25Industrial machinery & equip-
ment 14.3 7.0 3.2 4.7 8.1 5.8
26Electrical machinery, indus-
trial & commercial 149.2 20.7 16.5 6.9 22.8 16.7
27Farm equipment 1.6 7.7 26.7 5.4 23.9 15.9
Although firearms and all àther toys, games, and sporting goods were estimated sepa-
rately, 191 4—i9,the two samples were combined to derive the ratios from which the per-
centage changes were calculated.
The interpolating sample was changed in 1899, 1904, and 1914.
§ Although pottery and clay products and all other china and household utensils were esti-
mated separately in all years after 1899, the two samples were combined to derive the
ratios from which the percentage changes were calculated.
No percentage change is given for this period because no sample total was available for
1899.
¶[ Changes were made in the interpolating series in 1904 and 1914. For years before 1904,
exports were used to interpolate for both bicycles and motorcycles; from 1904 to 1914,
state totals. From 1914 to 1919, exports were again used, but for bicycles alone; produc-
tion of the Indian Motorcycle Company was used f or motorcycles. The two samples were
combined in 1914 and 1919 to derive the ratios from which the percentage change was
calculated.
**Changefrom 1914 to 1916 only; state data were not used in 1917, 1918, or 1919.
ft The interpolating samples for Minor Groups 23 and 34 were changed in 1909.244 PART II
TABLE II 7 conci.
PERCENTAGE
CHANGE IN RATIOS FROM
AVG. CHANGE
1889 1899 1904 1909 1914FORTHZ4
TO TO TO TO PERIODS,
COMMODITY GROUP 1899 1904 1909 1914 19191899—1919
28Office & store machinery &
equipment 51.8 14.4 45.7 6.3 25.2 22.9
29Office & store furniture &
fixtures 21.5 7.0 2.2 4.7 0.2 3.5
30Locomotives & rr. 1.8 0.1 45.0 6.3 19.6 17.8
31Ships & boats 27.9 5.3 33.5 8.9 21.9
32a Business vehicles, motorized 37.0 29.8 0.2 22.3
32b Business vehicles, horse-
drawn 10.0 16.6 0.2 18.3 9.1 11.0
33Aircraft 57.7 57.7
34Professional & scientific
equipmentft 27.0 9.3 26.8 27.0 21.4.16.1
35Carpenters' & mechanics'
tools 14.6 15.1 5.6 14.0 2.3 9.2
36Misc, subsidiary durable
equipment 26.9 0.0 13.0 34.6 12.9 15.1
Construction Materials 30.2 9.5 10.2 13.1 12.4 11.3
B COMPLEMENTARY SERIES
1Food & kindred products 9.6 17.7 4.4 2.5 22.1 11.7
2Cigars, cigarettes & tobacco39.8 25.2 16.9 13.1 22.5 19.4
5a Fuel & lighting products:
mfd. 92.6 76.6 80.0 17.0 66.6
9House furnishings (semi-
durable) 31.7 26.7 11.3 47.3 29.2
11Tires & tubes 46.2 46.2
12Household furniture 24.9 18.8 13.4 32.8 22.5
14b Misc, house furnishings
(durable) 31.7 6.7 18.6 32.5 22.4
16Musical instruments . 3.1129.9 66.5
21Motorcycles & bicycles 42.4264.8 9.3 37.4
24Monuments & tombstones 12.3 4.9 69.2 28.8
25Industrial machinery &
equipment 51.3 9.1 8.6 24.9 17.0 14.9
26Electrical machinery, indus-
trial & commercial 7.9 7.9 7.9
27Farm equipment S 19.5 19.5
34Professional & scientific
equipment 89.9 89.9
Construction Materials 0.2 9.6 3.2 21.7 5.1 9.9
Although locomotives and railroad cars were estimated separately for all years, the two
samples were combined to derive the ratios from which the percentage changes were cal-
culated.
Census commodity totals were available for 1916 as well as for 1919; the change from
1914 to 1919 is an arithmetic average of the percentage changes from 1914 to 1916 and
from 1916 to 1919.
Because of a break in the state sample between 1907 and 1908, the 1904 and 1909
ratios were not comparable.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 245
TABLEII 8
Differences in the Year-to-year Percentage Changes in the Interpolating Series
Frequency Distribution by Minor Commodity Groups
PERCENTAGE 1889—1899—1904—1909—1914—
COMMODITY GROUP CLASS 1899 1904 1909 1914 1919TOTAL
Food & kindred products 0—4.9 4 4
5.0—9.9 2 2
10.0&over 4 4
0—4.9 3 3 3 4 13
5.0—9.9 1 1 2 4
10.0&over 1 1 1 3
Cigars, cigarettes & tobacco 0—4.9 4 3 5 2 2 16
5.0—9.9 4 1 3 2 10
10.0&over 2 1 1 4
Fuel & lighting products, 0—4.9 1 1 2
mfd. 5.0—9.9 2 1 3
10.0&over 4 3 5 3 15
}lousefuxnishings 0—4.9 3 3 2 2 10
5.0—9.9 1 2 1 4
10.0&over 1 2 1 2 6
Tires & tubes 0—4.9 1 1
5.0—9.9 1 1
10.0&over 3 3
Household furniture 0—4.9 1 1 2 2 6
5.0—9.9 2 2 1 5
10.0&over 2 2 3 2 9



















*Thiscommodity group was estimated for only four years before 1899. The bicycle in-
dustry expanded rapidly within a few years, then declined almost immediately.246 PART II
TABLE II 8 concl.
1889—1899—1904—1909—1914—
COMMODITY GROUP CLASS 1899 1904 1909 1914 1919TOTAL
Farm equipment 0—4.9 1 1
5.0—9.9 2 2
1O.0&over 2 2
Aircrafrj' 0—4.9 1 2 3
5.0—9.9
10.0&over 1 3 4
Construction materials 0—4.9 3 3 1 2 9
5.0—9.9 2 2 1. 1 1 7
10.0&over 8 1 3 2 14
Total 0—4.9 14 21 24 26 28 113
5.0—9.9 14 12 7 19 10 62
10.0&over 36 27 29 27 42 161































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Otherthan to make butter, cheese, and condensed and
DESTINED FOR
CONSUMPTION IN FARM






































Value of Fluid Milk Produced and Destined for Consumption
in Farm Households or for Sale to Ultimate Consumers
1869, 1879, 1889—1919
(thousands of dollars)ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 251
TABLE II 9c
Value of Eggs Produced and Destined for Consumption in
Farm Households or for Sale to Ultimate




HOUSEHOLDS OR FOR SALE
PRODUCED USED IN MPG. TO ULTIMATE CONSUMERS
1869 57,400 1,476 55,924
1879 66,690 2,831 63,859
1889 119,470 4,817 114,653
1890 127,728 5,058 122,670
1891 142,648 5,549 137,099
1892 161,134 6,171 154,963
1893 173,925 6,540 167,385
1894 160,427 5,920 154,507
1895 162,582 5,885 156,697
1896 157,380 5,587 151,793
1897 156,479 5,461 151,018
1898 173,552 5,935 167,617
1899 188,630 6,315 182,315
1900 203,995 6,834 197,161
1901 231,014 7,762 223,252
1902 261,497 8,786 252,711
1903 269,957 9,098 260,859
1904 307,738 10,364 297,374
1905 310,707 10,968 299,739
1906 324,702 11,982 312,720
1907 382,586 14,730 367,856
1908 370,113 14,842 355,271
1909 379,652 15,815 363,837
1910 427,072 17,894 409,178
1911 374,768 15,778 358,990
1912 422,588 17,833 404,755
1913 401,228 17,012 384,216
1914 426,029 18,146 407,883
1915 451,307 19,767 431,540
1916 495,224 22,285 472,939
1917 696,069 32,089 663,980
1918 767,865 36,320 731,545
1919 979,944 47,567 932,377252 PART II
TABLE II 9d





TOTAL CATCH USED IN MFG. ULTIMATE CONSUMERS
1869 10,510 1,064 9,446
1879 33,656 3,806 29,850
1889 37,757 4,009 33,748
1890 41,252 4,562 36,690
1891 43,406 4,992 38,414
1892 46,810 5,589 41,221
1893 46,993 5,818 41,175
1894 44,222 5,669 38,553
1895 42,076 5,579 36,497
1896 38,359 5,255 33,104
1897 35,464 5,015 30,449
1898 35,325 5,150 30,175
1899 48,717-.. 7,316 41,401
1900 46,870 7,293 39,577
1901 54,265 8,737 45,528
1902 45,627 7,588 38,039
1903 47,696 8,189 39,507
1904 49,212 8,715 40,497
1905 58,927 10,324 48,603
1906 46,798 8,110 38,688
1907 58,398 10,009 48,389
1908 50,884 8,625 42,259
1909 61,098 10,238 50,860
1910 50,715 9,301 41,414
1911 65,151 12,978 52,173
1912 45,284 9,732 35,552
1913 59,694 13,771 45,923
1914 49,326 12,157 37,169
1915 50,332 13,582 36,740
1916 58,435 17,145 41,290
1917 92,513 29,308 63,205
1918 89,975 30,618 59,357
1919 87,139 31,696 55,443ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 253
NOTE TO TABLE II 9
DERIVATION OF THE ESTIMATES
1Fruits, vegetables, and nuts
Citrus fruits, orchard fruits, grapes, potatoes, sweet potatoes, dry edible beans,
nuts, vegetables raised for sale, products of farm gardens, and small fruits are
included in this classification.
aCitrus fruits
The method of estimate was suggested in Gross Farm Income, Indexes of Farm
Production, and Indexes of Farm Prices in the United States, 1869—193 7,
Frederick Strauss and Louis Bean (Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C., 1939), hereafter referred to as Strauss and Bean. Because of minor im-
provements, our estimates do not correspond exactly with those of Strauss and
Bean.
Crop year shipments of both California and Florida oranges and lemons were
available 1889—1918. California figures in boxes, 1901—18, were taken from
the Annual Report of the State Board of Agriculture, 1918, p. 178; 1919,
p. 161; before 1901 the figures were given in carlots, ibid., 1921, p. 237. The
carlot data were converted to boxes on the basis of 374 boxes of oranges and
313 boxes of lemons to a car. Florida shipments in boxes are given for the en-
tire period in Strauss and Bean, p. 85.
California orange prices, 1895—1918, were computed by dividing f.o.b. in-
come (Strauss and Bean, p. 85) by the number of boxes shipped. The level of
this series was then adjusted to the calendar year censusa prices of California
oranges and lemons. Prices, 1889—95, were estimated by using the Strauss and
Bean price index for orchard fruits, citrus fruits, and grapes (p. 147) to in-
terpolate between the 1889 census price and the previously derived 1895
price. A similar procedure was followed with the Florida data except that
prices could be computed only to 1.909; prior to that year the Florida price se-
ries was extrapolated by the movement of the series previously estimated for
California oranges.
Crop year shipments were converted to calendar year by distributing them
25 and 75 percent (Strauss and Bean, p. 83) and multiplying the calendar
year estimates by the appropriate price series. The resulting values were com-
bined and raised to cover all lemons and oranges grown in the United States
and to include other citrus and subtropical fruits by straight line interpolation
of census year ratios.
bOrchard fruits
Apples, peaches, pears, and plums and prunes were estimated separately:
Calendar year production of apples since 1899 (Yearbook of Agriculture,
1928, p. 764) was multiplied by an estimated apple price series (Strauss and
aReferenceto means that figures were obtained from the Census of Agriculture,
taken decennially from 1869 to 1919.254 PART II
Bean, p. 82)which had been adjusted to the level of the census prices for
1909and1919.
Calendaryear peach production since 1899. (Yearbookof Agriculture, 1923,
p.745, and 1928,p. 778) wasextrapolated to 1889bythe Department of
Agriculture 'condition of crop' or yield percentages (ibid.,1923, p.746). The
1889 and 1899censusquantities wereraised to full crop estimates by dividing
by these percentages, then interpolating along a straight line. The resulting full
crop, estimates were multiplied by the yield percentages to derive actual crop
estimates.For 1910—19 (ibid., p.747) the 1919 census price was extrapolated
bya weighted average of farm prices per bushel of peaches. Prior to 1909 the
1909 census price for peaches was extrapolated by the Strauss and Bean apple
price series. Values were then calculated by multiplying the production data by
the derived prices.
Calendar year production of pears (ibid., p. 748, and 1928, p. 781) was
multiplied by the weighted average price per bushel of pears (ibid., 1923,
p. 750) for 1910—19. Because the level of this series was extremely close to the
1919 census price it was not adjusted.
Calendar year production of plums and prunes in California 1890—1917
(Annual Report of the California State Board of Agriculture, 1919, p. 165)
was adjustedto thelevel of census totals by extrapolating forward to 1917
using the 1909 ratio, by straight line interpolation of the census year ratios for
the intercensal period 1899—1909, and by extrapolating backward to 1890 us-
ing the 1899 ratio. A figure for 1918 was obtained by straight line interpola-
tion between the 1917 estimate and the 1919 census total. The average price per
pound for California prunes, in boxes, 1890—1919 (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Bulletin 320, pp. 116—7) was converted to a per bushel basis, adjusted to cen-
sus price levels, and used to translate the production estimates into values. The
estimated 1890 price was used also for 1889.
The aggregates of the above orchard fruits were raised, by straight line in-
terpolation of census year ratios, to cover all orchard fruits. For 1879 and 1869
census value for all orchard fruits were used directly.
cGrapes
The estimates of grape production are based on data for California, Ohio, and
the Chatauqua-Erie district of New York state. California production of table
and raisin grapes, 1899—1919, and wine grapes, 1890—1919; are from S. W.
Shear and H. F. Gould, Economic Status. of the Grape Industry (University of
California College of Agriculture, Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
429, 1927), p. 122, and S. W. Shear and G. G. Pearce, Supply and Price
Trends in the california Wine Grape Industry (ibid., Giannini Foundation,
mimeographed report 34, June 1934), Table 42. The Ohio grape crop, 1889—
1918, is from the Annual Report. of the Secretary of State to the Governor of
Ohio, 1890—1914, and Ohio Agricultural StatIstics, 19 14—20. A figure for
1919 was obtained by correspondence with P. P. Wallrabenstein, Department of
Rural Economics, Ohio State University. Production in the Chatauqua-Erie dis-
trict, 1900-1 8, is from H. D. Phillips, Cooperative Marketing in the Chatauqua-ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 255
Erie Grape Industry (Cornell University, Agricultural Experiment Station,
Memoir 28, Sept. 1919), p. 14. Data for 1919 (Shear and Gould, op. cit.,
p. 89), reported in carlots, were converted to tons by using the Shear and
Gould conversion factor of 10 tons per car. An 1899 estimate was based on the
movement of the California and Ohio series.
To estimate total production 1899—1919 the three series were com-
bined and raised to census levels by straight line interpolation of the census year
ratios. The 1899 census total was extrapolated 1890—98 by the two available
series.
F.o.b. shipping point, average prices per ton, for California Malaga and
Tokay grapes 1910—19 are from Shear and Gould, op. cit., p. 86; also, the esti-
mated prices per ton paid to California growers for wine grapes 1889—1910
(Table 25). Prices for dry and sweerwine grapes are reported separately; aver-
ages were calculated by weighting the prices 6 and 4 respectively. Finally, the
average prices per ton of Chatauqua-Erie grapes, 1900—19, were calculated by
dividing the reported values by the derived tonnage figures.
For 1910—19 the California Malaga-Tokay prices were weighted 9 and the
Chatauqua-Erie prices 1 on the basis of approximate production in census years.
The 1919 price was extrapolated to 1910 by the resulting average. The
1909 census price was extrapolated to 1900 by the of the California
wine grape price, weighted 4, and the Chatauqua-Erie price, weighted 1. For
years before 1900 the movement of the California series alone was used.
dPotatoes
Crop year sales of potatoes and the value of those used in farm households
1909—19 (Disposition of Potatoes, Crop Years 1910—37, Department of Agri-
culture, Agricultural Marketing Service, Sept. 1939, p. 8) were adjusted to
calendar years on the basis of the ratios of calendar year gross income from
potatoes to crop year gross income (Strauss and Bean, p. 53). The series were
extrapolated beyond 1909 by the Strauss and Bean calendar year gross income
figures.
eSweet potatoes and dry edible beans
Calendar year estimates of gross income received by farmers for these crops
were taken from Strauss and Bean, pp. 55, 73.
fNuts
California production of walnuts and almonds, 1899—1918, was taken from
the Annual Statistical Report of the California State Board of Agriculture,
1918,pp.217, 218, and 1917,p.191. For 1899—1909 the series was raised to
cover all walnuts and almonds grown in the United States by straight line in-
terpolation of the census year ratios. For 1909—18 the 1909 ratios were used.
Average calendar year import prices for almonds, 1889—1919, and walnuts,
1901—19, were taken from the Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce (se-
riatim). For 1909—19 these prices were adjusted to census levels by straight
line interpolation of the census year ratios; for years before 1909 the 1909256 PART!!
ratios were used. Walnut prices before 1901 were estimated from the move-
ment of almond prices.
Values, calculated by multiplying the almond and walnut production esti-
mates by the adjusted import price series, were raised to include all nuts by
straight line interpolation of the census year ratios for 1909 and 1919, and by
using the 1909 ratios for 1899—1909.
For 1889—98 the 1889 and 1899 census quantities of almonds, walnuts, and
pecans were interpolated along a straight line. The census year quantities were
divided into the estimated 1899 value for all nuts and the 1889 census value
in order to get per pound prices which, when multiplied by the estimated pro-
duction of almonds, walnuts and pecans, gave estimates of the value of all nuts.
The prices for 1899 and 1889 were then interpolated by the movement of the
almond import price series, and the resulting series used to convert the previ-
ously derived quantities into values.
gSmall fruits
Census values for 1899, 1909, and 1919 were used directly. Estimates were
made for 1910—18, 1900—08, 1879—98, and 1869 from the movement of the
aggregate estimates for all fruits, vegetables, and nuts, excluding small fruits,
vegetables raised for sale, and farm garden crops.
hVegetables raised for sale and farm garden crops
Census values for 1899, 1909, and 1919 were used directly. Vegetables raised
for sale were estimated for 1918 from the movement of the value of commer-
cial truck crops in Agricultural Statistics, 1939,p.258; farm garden crops were
estimated for 1918 from the movement of the aggregate estimates for all fruits,.
vegetables, and nuts, excluding small fruits, vegetables raised for sale, and farm
garden crops. For 1899—1918 estimates for the combined value of vegetables
raised for sale and farm garden crops were based on straight line interpolation
of the ratios of the 1918 total and the 1909 and 1899 census values to the ag-
gregate estimates excluding small fruits. For years before 1899, 1899 ratios
were used.
Apportionment of Fruits, Vegetables and Nuts
The estimates of unfinished fruits, vegetables, and nuts were based on the mate-
rials consumed method. The limitations of this method, which is used also for
other nonmanufactured foods below, are described in Note A to Table II 2.
Census data were reported for fruits and vegetables consumed in the can-
ning and preserving industry (1899, 1904), nuts in the chocolate and cocoa
products industry (1919), fruits and nuts in the confectionery and ice cream
industry (1919), fruits in the flavoring extracts industry (1929),'potatoes in
the glucose and starch industry (1899—1919), and grapes in the liquors,
vinous industry (1899). Estimates for the other census years were based upon
the ratios of these materials to the total cost of materials, excluding fuel and
rent of power, for the respective industries. The census year estimates were
then totaled and expressed as a percentage of the estimates of the aggregate
value of all fruits, vegetables, and nuts for those years; intercensal estimatesESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 257
were based on straight line interpolation of census year ratios. Estimates for
finished fruits, vegetables, and nuts, are the differences between the estimates
for unfinished and aggregate values.
2Wheat, Corn, Rye, and Buckwheat consumed in farm households
Farm household consumption of each crop was estimated separately.
For the calendar years 1910—19 the annual values were taken from Income
Parity for Agriculture, Part I, Farm Income (Department of Agriculture, Bu-
reau of Agricultural Economics), Sec. 5, Income from Wheat, p. 7; Sec. 7,
income from Corn, p. 12; Sec. 10, income from Rye and Buckwheat, pp. 11, 81.
Values were estimated for the years before 1910 by using the calendar year
gross incomes for each crop as extrapolators (Strauss and Bean, pp. 36, 39, 40,
48—50).
3Butter and cheese
Total production of butter and cheese, farm and factory, was taken from
Strauss and Bean, pp. 94—5. Farm production was computed by applying un-
published percentage allocations prepared by E. E. Vial of the Department of
Agriculture. Census prices of butter and cheese were interpolated by the butter
prices and Wisconsin cheese prices given in Strauss and Bean, pp. 94—5. Farm
values were then calculated by multiplying the quantity estimates by the de-
rived prices.
Since all unfinished butter and cheese, except unfinished butter for 1869, had
been estimated previously (Note A to Table II 2) it was unnecessary to appor-
tion the estimates of farm value between finished and unfinished. Unfinished
butter for 1869 was estimated on the basis of its percentage relation in 1879
to the total value of farm and factory butter.
4Fluid milk
Gross income from the production of fluid milk was taken from Strauss and
Bean, p. 98. Since the data excluded milk used in the production of butter,
cheese, condensed and evaporated milk, it was necessary to estimate only the
value of fluid milk consumed in other manufacturing industries. Such esti-
mates, made by using the materials consumed method, were based on milk con-
sumed in the bread and bakery products industry (1923), the oleomargarine
industry (1899), the ice cream industry (1929), and the confectionery indus-
try (1929). Consumption in other census years was estimated from the ratios of
the value of milk consumed to the total cost of materials, excluding fuel and
rent of power, in the census years for which specific industry data were avail-
able. Consumption in the ice cream industry was estimated for 1914 and 1919
alone since the industry was not included in the census before 1914. The census
year aggregates of milk consumed were expressed as a percentage of total farm
production of fluid milk, and intercensal consumption was based upon straight
line interpolation of the resulting ratios.258 PARTII
5Eggs
For census years, figures adjusted for varying amounts of census underreport-•
ing were taken from Strauss and Bean, p. 103. Intercensal interpolation was
based on the marketings of eggs, 1891—1919, in Boston, Chicago, Milwaukee,
New York, St. Louis, and San Francisco (Yearbook of Agriculture, 1912,
p.688, and 1919,p.666) ;andon the production of eggs in Ohio, 1889—1917
(Annual Reports of the Ohio Board of Agriculture, Ohio Agricultural Statis-
tics, seriatim). The Ohio series was extended to 1919 by the movement of the
marketing totals in seven cities, the six listed above and Cincinnati. Sinco an
indeterminate amount of the Ohio production was duplicated in the market-
ings, the marketing series was weighted 2 and the Ohio series 1 in combining
the two samples. Ratios of the combined sample to the census year figures were
computed and intercensal estimates based on straight line interpolation of these
ratios. The resulting estimates were multiplied by the annual price of eggs
(Strauss and Bean, p. 103).
The allocation of eggs between finished and unfinished was estimated by the
materials consumed method. Census year estimates of consumption in the
bread and other bakery products industry were based on the 1923 ratio of the
cost of eggs to the total cost of materials, excluding fuel and rent of power.
This series was then raised to cover consumption in all industries on the basis
of data for 1929. Total consumption by manufacturers (Materials Used in
Manufactures: 1929,p.45) was expressed as a percentage of 1929 consump-
tion in the bread and bakery products industry. Intercensal estimates were de-
rived by straight line interpolation of the census year ratios of the estimated
cost of eggs used in all manufacturing to the estimated values for total egg
production.
6Cattle and calves, hogs, sheep and lambs slaughtered
for home consumption
Quantities and values of cattle and calves, hogs, and sheep and lambs slaugh-
tered for home consumption were reported for 1909—19 in inc6me Parity for
Agriculture, Part I, Farm Income, Sec. 4, income from Cattle and Calves, pp.
12,13;Sec. 3, income from Hogs, 11,12; and Sec. 6, Sheep and Lambs,
Wool and Mohair, pp. 17, 18. Quantities were extrapolated to 1899 by the
movement of the farm slaughter series (Agricultural Statistics, 1939,pp.318,
329, and 347). Estimates for 1869, 1879, and 1889—98 were based upon the
movement of the total slaughter series (Strauss and Bean, pp. 110, 114, 119,
122—3).
Prices with which to translate the estimated quantities into values were cal-
culated by extrapolating the 1909pricesper unit slaughtered for home con-
sumption. The cattle and calf price was extrapolated by the average of beginning
and end of year farm values for cattle other than milk cows (Agricultural Sta-
tistics, 1939,p.308) ;thehog price and the sheep and lamb price were ex-
trapoJated by series given in Strauss and Bean, pp. 119, 122—3.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 259
7Fish
United States totals for fish were built up from annual estimates of the catch
in four important regions—New England, Middle Atlantic, Lake, and Pa-
cific—and from occasional figures reported by the Bureau of Fisheries for other
regions.
The quantity and value of the New England catch were given for 1889,
1898, 1902, 1905, 1908, and 1919 in Fishery industries of the United. States,
1929 (Bureau of Fisheries, Document 1095), p. 825. Interpolating series in-
cluded the value of landings at Boston and Gloucester in 1891 and 1893—1919
(Annual.Report of U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, seriatim); and the Con-
necticut shad and lobster catch for 1905—19 (Biennial Report of Connecticut
State Board of Fish eries and Game, seriatim).
For 1905—19 the two samples were combined and ratios to the New England
catch in 1905, 1908, and 1919 computed; intercensal estimates were then
based upon straight line interpolation of the ratios. For years before 1905 the
Boston and Gloucester sample alone was used. Ratios to total catch were com-
puted and estimates for 1891 and 1893—1905 based on the various ratios. Esti-
mates for 1890 and 1892 were calculated by straight line interpolation of the
catch for 1889 and the estimates already made for 1891 and 1893.
The quantity and value of the Middle Atlantic catch were given for 1889—9 1,
1897, 1901, 1904, and 1908 in Fishery industries, p. 859. Interpolating series
included the landing of mackerel along the Atlantic coast, 1908—19 (ibid.,
p. 856) and the value of landings, excluding mackerel, at Boston and Glouces-
ter (for years reported, see above). For 1908—19 the mackerel series, multi-
plied by the average price per pound for mackerel landed at Boston and
Gloucester, was combined with the Boston and Gloucester series; and the total
used to extrapolate the 1908 value for the Middle Atlantic catch. Estimates for
all earlier years except 1892 were based upon the ratios of the Boston and
Gloucester data, including mackerel, to the Middle Atlantic catch. That for
1892 was derived by straight line interpolation of the figures for 1891 and
1893.
The cjuantity and value of the Lake catch were reported for 1890, 1899,
1903, and 1908, and quantity alone for 1913—19 in Fishery industries, p. 1,038.
A value for 1917 was estimated by using the per pound price calculated from
the Great Lakes quantity and value figures (Statistical Abstract of the United
States, 1924, p. 674). Values for 191 3—16 were estimatedusing prices ob-
tained by extrapolating the 1917 price by the price per pound of the Lake Erie
catch (Biennial Report of Pennsylvania Department of Fisheries, 1916—17,
p. 26; 1915—16, p. 31;1914—15, p. 17; 1913—14, p. 13; 1912—13, p. 18).
Estimates for 1909—12 were based upon the movement of the value of the
catch in Lakes Michigan, Superior, and Green Bay. (Biennial Report of Wis-
consin Commissioners of Fisheries, 1913—14, p. 11; 1911—12, p. 34; 1909—10,
p. 29). Noestimates were made for the years missing before 1908.
The quantity and value of the Pacific catch were given for 1892, 1895, 1899,
1904, 1908, and 1915 in Fishery Industries, p. 1,007. Interpolating series,260 PART H
1889—1919, included the Pacific cod catch in pounds (J. N. Cobb, Pacific Cod
Fisheries, Department of Commerce, Bureau of Fisheries, Document 1,014,
p. 464), and the Pacific salmon pack, excluding Alaska and British Columbia
(J. N. Cobb, Pacific Salmon Fisheries, ibid., Document 1,092, pp. 553—55).
Quantities for the entire Pacific catch were interpolated by the total of these two
series.
Prices were calculated by interpolating the available per pound figures for
the entire catch by annual salmon prices. The salmon series was for opening
prices of 1 pound tall cans for the different varieties given, together with pack
data, in Pacific Salmon Fisheries, pp. 586—88. For 1906—19 the pack data, also
reported by varieties, were used as weights to derive a single composite series.
Before 1906 the separate prices were combined by using weights approximated
from an average of the 1906—10 figures: Chinock, 1, Puget sockeye, 1, Alaska
red, 5, and Alaska pink, 5.
The values of the catch in the South Atlantic and Gulf regions were reported
for 1889, 1890, 1897, 1902, 1908, and 1918 in Fishery Industries, pp. 910,
967. No estimates were made for intervening years.
Censuses of the fishery industries of the United States were taken in 1869,
1879, 1889, and 1908. All products except food fish, edible crustaceans and
mollusks, and oysters were eliminated from the totals reported for those years.
Estimates for the years in which the South Atlantic and Gulf catches were avail-
able as well as that for other regions were based upon straight line interpola-
tion of census year ratios between 1889 and 1908 and 1908 ratios for 1918.
Estimates for all other years except 1919 were based upon straight line interpo-
lation of the ratios of the sample data to the previously derived totals for the
specified years; that for 1919 was based upon the 1918 ratios.
The apportionment of fish between finished and unfinished was based upon
the materials consumed method. Total consumption of fish in food manufactur-
ing industries in 1929 (Materials Used in Manufactures: 1929,p.45) was
extrapolated to all other census years except 1879 by the movement of the cost
of materials, excluding fuel and rent of power, in the fish canning and preserv-
ing industry. Ratios of estimated census year consumption to total catch were
then calculated and intercensal estimates based upon straight line interpolation.
Since the fish canning and preserving industry was not included in the 1879
census, a more complicated method had to be employed. First an 1879 com-
modity total for the industry was estimated by applying the 1889 ratio of the
commodity total for the fish canning industry to the fish catch for that year. An
1879 cost of materials estimate was calculated by applying the 1889 ratio of cost
of materials to the commodity total; this estimate was then adjusted to include
all fish consumed in food manufacturing industries. Finally, the estimated con-
sumption figure was subtracted from the value of the fish catch; the estimated
commodity total for the fish canning industry was added. This provided an
1879 total roughly comparable with the sum of the fish canning figures in
Table I and the estimates of the finished part.of the fish catch in other census
years.
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8Natural mineral waters
Annual values of natural mineral waters, 1889—1919, were taken from Mineral
Resources of the United States, Part II, 1914,p.218; 1918,p.499, and
1921,P.231. A figure for 1879 was estimated from the 'ratio in 1889 of the
value of natural waters to the census value of manufactured mineral and soda
waters.0% 0%
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NOTE TO TABLE II 10
DERIVATION OF THE ESTIMATES
Anthracite Coal
Annual shipments of domestic sizes, pea and larger, were given for 1913—19
in Mineral Resources Qf the United States, 1926,PartII, p. 574, and 1924,
Part11, p. 575. Data excluding pea were also shown for 1890—1912; for these
years pea was estimated upon the basis of the 1913 ratio of pea to total pea and
steam. Shipments of domestic sizes in 1869, 1879, and 1889 were estimated
from the 1890 ratio to all anthracite shipments.
A composite price of domestic sizes, calculated by weighting prices of lump,
broken, egg, stove, chestnut, and pea (reported for 1910—19 in Mineral Re-
sources) by the qUantity of each type shipped, was extrapolated to 1909 and
the earlier years through 1880 by the average value at mine per net ton of all
anthracite (Mineral Resources, 1921,PartII, p. 534). The 1879 and 1880 rela-
tive prices for stove, egg, and chestnut (Aldrich Report, Part I, p. 39) were
weighted similarly in order to extrapolate the estimated 1880 price to 1879. To
get a price for 1869 the movement of bituminous prices shown in the Aldrich
Report was used.
The estimates of values, obtained by multiplying the estimated shipments of
domestic sizes by the derived prices, are slightly high because of the inclusion
in domestic sizes of a small but indeterminate amount intended for business or
industrial use.
Bituminous Coal
Total United States consumption was given for 1913—19 in Mineral Resources
of the United States, 1923, Part II, p. 504. For years before 1913 production
figures (Mineral Resources, 1921,PartII, p. 482). were adjusted for calendar
year exports and imports on the basis of data compiled from Monthly Summary
of Commerce and Finance (seriatim).
Domestic or household consumption was estimated by applying varying per-
centages to total consumption. For 1919, 12 percent, the approximate per-
centage for 1923, the nearest postwar year for which data were available, was
used; for 1918, 10 percent, 1917, 11, and 1915, 13 were used, on the basis of
figures in Report of Distribution Division, 1918—1919, Part I, The Distribution
of Coal and Coke (United States Fuel Administration) p.. 12; for 1916 and
the years before 1915, the 1915 percentage was applied. These obviously crude
estimates should be considered merely as usable approximations.
The average value at mine, 1880—1919 (Mineral Resources, 1921,PartII,
p. 482),raised on the basis of the average ratio for 1917—20 of the wholesale
prices of prepared sizes, southern Illinois field, to the wholesale prices of mine
run, same field (Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 320, p. 16) was used as a
price series. A price was estimated for 1869 and 1879 by means of the move-
ment from 1880 to 1879 of the relative prices for bituminous coal (Aldrich
Report, p. 39). .
I264 PART 11
Fuel Briquets
Annual values were reported for 1907—09 and 1911—19 in Mineral Resources
0/the United States, 1919, PartP. 35.A figure for 1910wasestimated by
straight line interpolation of the 1909 and 1911 figures.Priorto 1907 produc-
tion was apparently so negligible as not to be compiled separately.
TABLE 1111




FOR DIRECT USE I'AVING, ER. BAL- CRUSHED
IN CONSTRUCTION CROSSTIES LAST & GRAVEL STONE TOTAL
1869 43,503 5,707 no 49,210
1879 67,083 11,037 data 78,120
1889 106,034 18,374 4,309 128,717
1890 123,826 19,565 4,388 147,779
1891 116,340 16,913 3,913 137,166
1892 146,175 22,704 4,031 172,910
1893 119,809 21,117 2,812 143,738
1894 120,856 19,871 3,067 143,794
1895 128,950 21,764 2,870 153,584
1896 112,328 19,901 2,593 134,822
1897 127,664 20,970 2,984 151,618
1898 126,268 22,943 3,176 152,387
1899 131,419 28,394 3,697 163,510
1900 157,780 30,533 5,142 193,455
1901 161,079 32,618 6,744 200,441
1902 184,926 38,562 133 8,820 232,441
1903 190,619 48,751. 122 9,327 248,819
1904 191,125 44,188 1,784 11,071 248,168
1905 202,390 40,230 6,086 11,540 260,246
1906 244,527 48,819 7,798 11,477 312,621
1907 267,221 78,959 8,680 15,390 370,250
1908 245,021 58,932 9,332 14,435 327,720
1909 233,257 60,721 12,959 17,067 324,004
1910 243,019 68,483 15,085 18,308 344,895
1911 230,174 60,909 15,091 18,868 325,042
1912 244,038 59,898 16,380 18,334 338,650
1913 254,501 54,540 18,138 20,759 347,938
1914 216,262 54,626 18,533 19,437 308,858
1915 197,656 49,288 17,909 19,434 284,287
1916 226,650 54,582 22,216 17,593 321,041
1917 271,200 49,946 25,135 16,185 362,466
1918 304,586 57,690 24,796 14,941 402,013
1919 379,222 75,722 34,773 18,654 508,371ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 265
NOTE TO TABLE II ii
DERIVATION OF THE ESTIMATES
Lumber
The production of soft- and hardwoods in 1899 and 1904-19 was taken from
Frank J. Hallauer, Our National Timber Requirements, Senate Document 12,
Separate 4 (prepared by the Forest Service in response to Senate Resolution
175, 73d Cong., 1st Sess.), Table 1. Total production, given also for 1869,
1879, and 1889, was apportioned according to the division in 1899.
Softwood production for intercensal years prior to 1904 was estimated from
the following samples:
1Production of white pine in the Northwest, 1889—1904 (American Lum-
berman, Jan. 21, 1905, p. 27).
2Pine, spruce and hemlock surveyed at Bangor, Me., 1889—1904 (J. E.
Defebaugh, History of the Lumber Industry of America, Vol. 2, Chicago,
1907, pp. 58—9).
3Spruce, pine and hemlock, product of the Adirondack forest, 1889—1904
(ibid., p. 405).
4Arrivals of redwood, pine, and firat California points, 1899—1904
(Monthly Summary of Finance and Commerce, seriatim).
.5Receipts of lumber at Norfolk, Va., 1889—99 (ibid., Nov. 1900, p. 1,089).
6Shipments of lumber from Savannah, Ga., 1889—99 (ibid., p. 1,092).
For 1899—1904 estimates were based upon the movement of the aggregate
for the first four series; for 1889—99 the sum of all the series except that of
arrivals at California points was used.
Since no satisfactory hardwood samples were available, hardwood produc-
tion for intercensal years was estimated from the movement of the derived
softwood figures.
The allocation of production between unfinished and construction materials
was based upon the quantities of wood, by species, used in all industries en-
gaged primarily in the manufacture of wooden products (J. C. Nellis, Lum-
ber Used in the Manufacture of Wooden Products, Department of Agriculture,
B#lletin 605, Feb. 27, 1918, Table 1). Totals for soft and hardwoods were cal-
culated by summation. Although the Nellis compilation was built up from
state reports for several years, the majority were for 1911 and we used the fig-
ures to represent consumption in that year. The percentages that consumption of
soft- and hardwoods constituted of total production were computed and ap-
plied to the production totals for all other years. Application of constant per-
centages undoubtedly affects the reliability of the estimates, especially during
the War years. But the error introduced is perhaps not as serious as might be
supposed. A similar compilation for 1928 (Lumber Used in Manufacture,
1928, Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Table 1), shows that the
lumber consumed in that year was between 50 and 60 percent of total produc-
tion. For 1911 the roughly comparable percentage was 57.1. These over-all266 PART II
percentages, however, conceal an apparent trend toward greater consumption
of hardwoods and less consumption of softwoods.
The annual output of lumber destined for use in construction without fur-
ther processing, obtained by subtracting the consumption estimates, was con-
verted into values by data from American Forests and Forest Products, Statisti-
cal Bulletin 21 (Department of Agriculture, 1927). Table 74 of that bulletin
gives average mill prices per M board fee't, by kinds of wood, for 1899, 1904,
1907, 1909—11, and 1915—19. To derive a composite price series for soft-
woods the individual prices for 10 important species—cedar, cypress, Douglas
fir, hemlock, redwood, spruce, western yellow pine, eastern yellow pine, white
pine, and larch—were weighted by annual production figures. Similarly, a com-
posite hardwood price was obtained by weighting the prices for oak, maple,
gum, chestnut, birch, beech, yellow poplar, elm, basswood, cottonwood, ash,
and hickory by annual production figures. To interpolate for the missing years
and to extrapolate for the years before 1899, the average prices per M board
feet, in eastern markets, of first and average quality 1 inch soft- and hardwoods
(ibid., Table 76) were used. For both soft- and hardwoods the prices for aver-
age quality were given a weight of 2 and those for first quality a weight of 1.
The price series thus derived are at levels determined by the weights of the
total production of the different species; they should be at levels determined by
the amount of each species used directly for construction. For 1911 composite
prices were estimated by applying approximately correct weights, calculated by
raising the total production of the woods listed above to allow for under-
reporting,a and subtracting the amount of each species consumed in manufac-
turing. The 1911 composite prices thus estimated were compared with the
prices first estimated for 1911 and the levels of the original prices adjusted ac-
cordingly. The same proportionate adjustments were applied to all years.
The values of lumber destined for direct use in construction, calculated from
the above production and price data, include lath and shingles. Since these
products are already included with manufactured construction materials (see
Table I 4 for census year values and Note B to Table II 6 for a description of
the derivation of intercensal estimates) they were subtracted from the total
lumber figures. The differences, the final estimates, are prbbably too high. First,
data on lumber consumption apparently do not include lumber used for boxes
and crates in establishments whose chief products are not wooden. Second, even
though we made crude adjustments we are not sure that the levels of the price
series are low enough. There is reason to believe that lumber used in manu-
factures is usually superior in quality to that used directly for construction; if
so, average prices received for the total production of each species overstate the
values destined for construction. Finally, our estimates probably include small
but indeterminate amounts of sawed ties, the values of which are included also
in the estimates of railway ties (see below). To the extent that lumber pro-
The Forest Service revised the total estimates of soft- and hardwoods for 1911 (Our
N#ional Timber Requirements, Table 1), but did not revise the estimates for the different
species (StatisticalBulletin 21, pp.62—3) -Tocompute revised figures for each species
we applied ratios based upon the revision of the soft- and hardwood totals.ESTIMATES OF THE VALUE OF OUTPUT 267
duced on farms. (not included in the total production on which we based our
estimates) is used directly for construction, the preceding biases may be com-
pensated.
Crossties
Purchases of crossties by steam and electric railroads for 1906—11 and 1915
were reported in Statistical Bulletin 21, Tables 186 and 188. A 1905 figure for
steam railroads alone was raised to include electric roads by using 1906 per-
centages. Estimates for 1904, 1912—14, and 1916—19 were based upon the pro-
duction of the three types of wood most commonly used in making crossties;
southern pine, oak, and cedar (ibid., Table 55). An extrapolating series for
1890—1904 was constructed from the track mileage data for steam railroads
(Statistics of Railways, 1926, p. XCVIII). Additions to mileage for the fiscal
year following the calendar year were multiplied by 3,000, the approximate
number of ties required per mile of new construction (Our National Timber
p. 272). Approximate renewals werecalculated by multiplying
the total track mileage of the fiscal year preceding the calendar year by 261 ties
per mile, the average figure for renewals on principal roads 1910—15 (ibid.,
p. 271). The sum of these two series was used to extrapolate the 1905 figure
for total purchases. Estimates for 1889, 1879, and 1869 were also based upon
track mileage, but the mileage data had first to be adjusted. Total mileage for
the year ending June 30, 1889 was estimated from the movement of operated
mileage (Report on the Transportation Business in the United States at the
Eleventh Census. 1890, Part I, Transportation by Land, p. 53). A total mileage
figure for the year ending June 30, 1880 was given in the Report of the Agen-
cies of Transportation in the United States (Tenth Census, Washington, D.C.,
1883), p. 292; a figure for the fiscal year 1879 was estimated from the move-
ment of operated mileage (p. 290, and the 1890 report, p. 53).
Values of purchased crossties for 1906 and 1907 and an average price for
1909 were reported in Bulletin 21, Table 189. A partial value re-
ported for 1905 was raised to cover electric railroads by applying the average
price per tie paid by steam zailroads to our estimate of the number of ties pur-
chased by electric roads. Approximate average prices for 1918 and 1919 were
published in the Annual Report of the Director General of Railroads, 1919,
Division of Purchases, pp. 6, 7. Finally, an average price for 1889 was calcu-
lated by using the partial data on quantities and values from the Report on
Manufacturing industries in the United States at the Eleventh Census.• 1 89O,
Part III, Selected Industries, pp. 620, 639. For all other years prices were in-
terpolated and extrapolated by the movement of the .averageprice in eastern
markets of first quality hard- and sofrwoods, weighted equally (Statistical Bul-
letin 21, Table 76).
Other Lumber Products
Other lumber products used directly for construction include round timbers
for mining, round timbers for bridge building and construction other than min-
ing, poles, and an indeterminate amount of the forest products of farms. Be-268 . PARTII
cause data are not continuous and an interpolation would be unsatisfactory, we
did not make estimates for these products; our estimates of lumber used di-
rectly for construction are incomplete.
The magnitude of the deficiency is suggested by the figures for single years.
The cost to mines of round timbers was approximately $9 million in 1905 and
$18.5 million in 1923 (Statistical Bulletin 21,Table182). No figures on
round timbers used for other construction are reported, but it is likely that the
value is considerably smaller. Purchases of poles by telephone and telegraph
companies and railroads were about $9 million in 1906 and $10 million in 1907
(Poles Purchased, 1907, Bureau of the Census, Forest Products, No. 9,
Table 1). Although the total value of forest products produced on farms is re-
ported for three census years: 1899, $110 million; 1909, $195 million; and
1919, $394 million (Fourteenth Census, V, Agriculture, pp. 881—3), little in-
formation is given concerning their distribution. Approximately one-half is
consumed on farms and the other half cut for sale; but how much is destined
for direct use in construction is difficult to determine. The greater part of farm
output is used for fuel; some is undoubtedly sold to manufacturing concerns.
Perhaps 10 percent, representing chiefly the amount used for fence posts and
other farm construction, would be a plausible estimate.
The total of the omitted products probably ranges between $25 and $100
million. Although these are sizable figures, they are only 1 or 2 percent of the
estimated totals for all construction materials. Consequently, their inclusion,
were satisfactory estimates possible, would have no appreciable effect upon the
movement of the totals.
Sand-building, Paving, Ralijoad Ballast, and Gravel
Values of building sand were reported for 1905—19 and in part for 1902—04,
of paving sand for 1911—19, of railroad ballast for 1913—19, and of gravel
for 1905—19 in Mineral Resources of the United States (seriatim). Since the
output of these materials was relatively small and satisfactory extrapolation
was impossible, no attempt was made to extend the various series beyond the
earliest year reported. The comparability of the construction material totals is
thus affected very slightly.
CrushedStone
Valueswere reported in Mineral Resourcesof theUnited States(seriatim).